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1. Introduction
This chapter provides information about the StrongKey FIDO2 Server (SKFS) It covers
installation, conﬁguration, considerations for deploying the server, and operations of
the server within an organization.
FIDO is an acronym for “Fast Identity Online.” It suggests a mechanism to quickly
enable establishing a digital identity to an internet website. What it does not indicate,
however, are the radical changes—and beneﬁts—it brings to preserving web
application security on the internet. This chapter illuminates some of the changes and
beneﬁts to assist managers, software developers, and administrators in planning their
FIDO deployment within their organization.

1.1. FIDO Alliance
Ever since time-sharing computers introduced the concept of using a credential to
authenticate a human accessing the system to use its resources—for the last halfcentury—password-based authentication schemes have been used on almost every
system offering a modicum of security to protect its resources. While technological
advances have eclipsed the capabilities of the original systems using passwords, some
of the newest and most advanced application systems continue to use passwords to
authenticate human users to the system despite their well-known and documented
weaknesses.
Password-based credentials served the industry well on systems accessible only
within an organization’s physical boundaries; but with the dawn of the internet in the
late ’80s, the potential problems with this authentication scheme became obvious
very quickly. Systems relying on password-based authentication are the cause of 60–
80% or more of publicly disclosed data breaches on the internet.
Despite the invention of other authentication schemes that introduced a second
factor element to the process—One Time Passwords (OTP), Knowledge-based
Authentication (KBA), Short Message Service (SMS) codes, biometrics—data breaches
have not abated. This is because all the above-mentioned schemes, including
passwords, belong to a class of authentication schemes based on “shared secrets”: the
human user and the system share a secret, and regardless of the human—legitimate
or not—that supplies the correct secret, the system provides that human access to the
system with all the rights and privileges associated with that credential. What makes
shared-secret-based authentication particularly dangerous is that it enables scalable
attacks—regardless of how secure it might appear, the compromise of a database
containing shared authentication secrets compromises everybody's credential to the
system.
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In the mid ’90s, the industry invented an authentication scheme that did not
require sharing a secret with the remote server. Using public key cryptography, a
revolutionary authentication scheme was available to authenticate users; it used X.509
digital certiﬁcates, random challenges sent by the server to the client software, and
digital signatures on the random challenge created using the user's private key. When
the digital signature was veriﬁed successfully by the server, it would subsequently
grant access to the user. While the use of the private key might require a password or
a personal identiﬁcation number (PIN), this secret was only used on the user's local
computer to unlock the private key and was never sent to the remote server. The
private key was also a secret that would never be sent to the server. The technology
provided the additional beneﬁt of enabling digital signatures on documents that
could substitute for “wet ink” signatures, allowing contracts to be signed remotely
through web applications rather than endure the latency of documents that must be
physically signed. This technology with its artifacts and processes became known as
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI).
As powerful as PKI was, the complexity of working with this technology became a
barrier towards widespread adoption. Additionally, the cost of deploying a PKI
ballooned due to many unforeseen problems. Despite tens of billions of dollars being
spent on PKI by enterprises and national governments, it remains a niche technology.
The industry unfortunately defaulted to shared secret schemes—notably, passwords—
in the absence of a superior authentication technology that was easy to use.
From this void, in 2012, the FIDO Alliance was formed as a nonproﬁt group with the
goal of eliminating passwords from the internet. Building on the concepts of public
key cryptography, the FIDO Alliance tackled many of the authentication-related
problems that plagued the web over the last twenty years. Foremost among their
objectives were that the solution had to be simple, yet stronger than anything that
existed—while preserving users' privacy. As contradictory as these goals seem, a
reasonable balance was struck within the standards group.

1.2. FIDO Protocols
The FIDO Alliance created three protocols: the Universal Authentication Framework
(UAF), Universal 2nd Factor (U2F) and the newest of the three, FIDO2—probably better
known by its JavaScript (JS) application programming interface (API) standardized by
the Worldwide Web Consortium (W3C): Web Authentication or WebAuthn.
The reasons for the existence of three protocols instead of just one are beyond the
scope of this document. However, the U2F protocol has since been deprecated and is
subsumed by the FIDO2 protocol, with backward compatibility built into FIDO2 for
U2F. A web application built to support the FIDO2 protocol will not only work with
FIDO2 devices, but as long as the FIDO2 server does not forbid the use of U2F
Authenticators (a.k.a. Security Keys ) within its policies, the same application will work
with U2F Authenticators too.
Despite three protocols being available from the FIDO Alliance, there are many
commonalities among them. All protocols share the following attributes:
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They eliminate passwords from web and mobile applications when applications are
written to accommodate them. In the U2F arena, it is common to see
usernames+passwords being used in addition to the U2F protocol, but there is no
requirement that an application must do so—with the appropriate U2F
Authenticators, FIDO2 server security policies, and appropriately designed web
applications, it is possible to deliver sophisticated capabilities typically associated with
UAF or FIDO2 at a lower deployment cost;
Use of Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)-based public and private key pairs with 256bit keys, and the industry standard Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)
cryptographic algorithm to support strong authentication. “Strong authentication” is a
phrase borne out of the PKI community which requires that a solution supporting
“strong authentication” must support the following attributes:
The use of public key cryptography for authentication, where the server and the
user never have a need to share a secret
The cryptographic key pair is generated on cryptographic hardware that protects
the private key with a PIN and does not release the private key, ever
The server creates a random “nonce” (number used only once) to challenge the
user
The software used by the human user interacts with the cryptographic hardware
to produce a digital signature on the server challenge inside the cryptographic
hardware and send the digital signature response to the server
The server veriﬁes the digital signature and certiﬁcate chain of the end user, if
any, to complete the authentication process
Use of a hardware device to function as the Authenticator when the hardware device
is external to the computing device running the web application;
Require a “test of human presence” where software executing on the computing
device and attempting to access a remote service must interact with a human to
support an action (also called a “gesture”) proving that a human user is present during
the authentication protocol interchange;
May integrate biometric capabilities in the Authenticator to support authenticating
the human user to the Authenticator device before “unlocking” the private key to
create a digital signature response to a challenge from the server. There are no
restrictions on any of the three protocols on which biometric capabilities are allowed
or disallowed. However, the UAF and FIDO2 protocols have far more features to
support the use of biometrics in conjunction with the cryptographic protocol. While
U2F Authenticators can—and some do—use biometrics, there is no inherent U2F
protocol or JavaScript API support to deﬁne policies around the use of biometrics—
either the web application at a site chooses to support them or it does not;
Require a one-time Registration event to generate a unique key pair for the web
application site, and to submit the public key to the FIDO2 Server, which is integrated
with the web application;
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Use of X.509 digital certiﬁcates, called attestation certiﬁcates, embedded within
Authenticators by the manufacturers of the devices, to digitally sign newly generated
public keys and metadata about their provenance, when a user registers an
Authenticator with a website. The digital signature from the attestation certiﬁcate
enables the web application operator to receive an assurance that the public key
received within a registration transaction was generated inside an Authenticator
manufactured by a company named in the accompanying attestation certiﬁcate—this
enables the site operator to also specify policies that enable them to accept/reject
Authenticators of a speciﬁc manufacturer;
Use of the registered key for Authentication transactions with that site, and digitally
sign nonces to prove they possess the private key to the registered FIDO2 credential;
Designed to protect the privacy of the user. The cryptographic protocols themselves
neither identify the user or a speciﬁc Authenticator to the remote service (sometimes
referred to as Replying Party—a term borrowed form the legal industry), nor do they
release the cleartext (unencrypted) private key from the Authenticator during the
message exchange. Some implementations may choose to release an encrypted key
pair for storage on the FIDO2 server as part of the registration message exchange. The
protocols are designed in a manner that allows them to get the encrypted objects
back with the authentication challenge from the FIDO2 server, so the Authenticator
always has the ability to restrict use of the private key only within its own conﬁnes;
Generate unique key pairs for web origins (a.k.a. Uniform Resource Locators or URLs)
with unique Domain Name Service (DNS) domains while preserving the user's privacy,
so web applications do not discover other keys on the Authenticator. So if a user is
registered with sites called login.ﬁdoappliance.com and myﬁles.cryptocabinet.com
using the same Authenticator, while the user can seamlessly authenticate to both
sites with the same Authenticator, neither can learn of each others' existence from the
Authenticator or any part of the protocol. However, if FIDO2 authentication is
federated to an external identity provider (IDP) service, a compromise of the IDP can
leak information about FIDO2 users' personally identiﬁable information that can
potentially violate privacy laws such as the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) and/or the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA);
Deter phishing attacks on users that attempt to get them to divulge passwords for
sensitive accounts. Since FIDO protocols bind the key pair in an Authenticator to a
speciﬁc web origin using a speciﬁc DNS name, any attempt by a spurious website to
masquerade as the original, in the hope of getting unsuspecting users to type in their
credential and password to a legitimate site, would not work with FIDO protocols.
Recognizing that they are spurious—unless the DNS domain of the legitimate site has
been compromised (which is a more difﬁcult attack)—the Authenticator will refuse to
unlock the private key to sign any challenge to the spurious website. This is a unique
capability in FIDO protocols that shared secret authentication—and even Transport
Layer Security (TLS) client authentication, cannot deter;
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Allow users to register multiple public keys, each generated on a unique
Authenticator, for a credential at a speciﬁc web application site. This feature is unique
to FIDO among all authentication protocols. Even within a PKI, while it is possible to
issue multiple digital certiﬁcates to the same user with unique public-private key
pairs, each digital certiﬁcate represents a unique credential from the perspective of
the PKI and a web application that supports digital-certiﬁcate-based authentication.
FIDO protocols, on the other hand, register multiple public keys to the same
credential as long as each key pair is generated on a unique Authenticator.

Some of the essential differences of the three protocols are captured in the table
below:
ATTRIBUTE

UAF

U2F

FIDO2

Description

Universal
Authentication
Framework

Universal Second
Factor

Fast Identity Online—
version 2

Supported
Devices

Mobile only

All devices

All devices

Supported
Algorithms

ECC only

ECC only

ECC, RSA

Mature;
standardized in
2015

Mature; standardized
in 2015

Getting there;
standardized in 2019

Required

Allows the service
provider site to
specify a preference:
Not receiving an
attestation
Receiving it
from an
anonymization
CA or by selfcertiﬁcation
indirectly
Receiving it
from the
Authenticator
directly

Maturity of the
Protocol

Attestation
Message
Does the protocol
require an
attestation from
the
Authenticator’s
manufacturer
about the
provenance of the
public key during
a registration
transaction?

Required
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Transport Protocol
How does the
operating system
or browser
communicate
with the
Authenticator for
FIDO-related
transactions?

Platform (Implies
the OS or browser
software may
access only
Authenticators
embedded in the
computing device.)

Universal serial
bus
Bluetooth Low
Energy
Near-ﬁeld
communications

Transaction
Conﬁrmation
Can the web
application receive
a digital signature
to a business
transaction from
the user and their
Authenticator?

Platform
Universal serial
bus
Bluetooth Low
Energy
Near-ﬁeld
communications

Supported where
there is a secure
display

Not supported

Supported, but not
implemented by any
manufacturer so far;
it may take another
year before it is
available within the
ecosystem.

Supported

Not supported

Supported

Metadata
Statements
Can the service
provider site check
on the security
status of a speciﬁc
Authenticator
long after its
manufacture?

NOTE: Notwithstanding the support of RSA within FIDO2 protocols, it
isSTRONGLY recommended that websites NOT use the RSA algorithm due to publicly
documented weaknesses byNIST and independent researchers. SKFS,while supportin
RSA (in order to pass conformance testing for FIDO Certiﬁcation) disables the use of
RSA in its default conﬁguration for strong authentication.
NOTE: Within U2F, the protocols responsible for transporting messages betwee
the Platform—typically, the browser—and the Authenticator are called the Client To
Authenticator Protocol 1(CTAP1); within FIDO2, the transport protocols are called Clien
To Authenticator Protocol 2 (CTAP2). These are low-level, binary protocols distinct from
the JavaScript API standardized by the W3C as WebAuthn application developers are
not likely to deal with either CTAP1 or CTAP2 and may focus only on WebAuthn for
their web applications. However, it is important they verify that the Platforms and
Authenticators they choose to support, are FIDO2 aware; it is the web
application’sresponsibility to guide its users with appropriate messages to handle
unsupported Platforms and Authenticators.
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1.3. FIDO2 Architecture
At the highest level, the following entities are essential in the FIDO2 ecosystem:
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A Human User: FIDO protocols were designed for authenticating humans to web
applications. While work has begun on ﬁnding ways to use FIDO protocols for devices,
currently, the protocols are capable of only authenticating humans. This is because, all
FIDO protocols mandate a “test of user presence” through an action (gesture) that can
only be performed by a human, such as a button press or a biometric reading to a
FIDO2 Authenticator.
A FIDO2 Authenticator: A hardware device that conforms to the FIDO2 speciﬁcation.
The device generates a new public/private key pair for each user created with the web
application. This key pair cryptographically associates the user with the Authenticator
and the website. To prove their identity the user must have physical ownership of the
Authenticator and provide user consent in the form speciﬁed by the manufacturer of
the device, such as a button press or biometric on the device.
A FIDO2-aware Platform: This can be a web browser (e.g., Apple Safari, Mozilla Firefox,
Microsoft Edge, Google Chrome, etc.) or an operating system (e.g., Google Android,
Microsoft Windows, etc.) that implements the WebAuthn speciﬁcation. The
WebAuthn speciﬁcation provides a standard Application Programming Interface (API)
for a service provider application to communicate with Authenticators attached to the
user’s computer using the FIDO2 protocol.
A FIDO2-enabled Web Application: This is the web application, usually hosted by a
Relying Party(RP) a.k.a. ServiceProvider (SP) that supports the FIDO2 protocols. It
handles the business logic of the application, while using FIDO2 to manage
cryptographic keys associated with users in the web applications.
A FIDO2 Server: The FIDO2 server software (or a library module) to support FIDO2
transactions, such as issue challenges, store Authenticators’ public keys, and
cryptographically verify digitally signed challenges.
A Metadata Statement Service: This is the only optional component of the FIDO2
architecture. It provides a service analogous to the Certiﬁcate Revocation List (CRL) in
the PKI world, where manufacturers of FIDO2 Authenticators publish information to
well-known Metadata Statement services providing information to Relying Parties
about the current state of their Authenticators.

1.4. FIDO2 Protocol Mechanics
FIDO2 enables three different types of cryptographic transactions. However, at this
time, implementers of the Platform—usually, the browser, but also including an
operating system such as Android, Windows 10, etc.—have only implemented the ﬁrst
two types of transactions. While the third may take a while to be implemented, it is
mentioned here for completeness. These three are the only ofﬁcial W3C WebAuthn
transactions:
Registration
Authentication (a.k.a. Assertion)
Transaction Conﬁrmation (a variant of Assertion)
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NOTE: Many other transactions are possible within a FIDO2 implementation.
Though these are not ofﬁcial FIDO2 protocols, server implementations are most likely
to offer other life cycle management operations such as: adding an additional key,
deleting keys, suspending/revoking a key, listing keys, getting metadata about keys,
etc.
StrongKey offers the ability to list keys, deregister keys, activate keys, and deactivate
(suspend) keys. These are described in FIDO2 v2 API Mechanics.

1.4.1. Registration
In a registration process, the human user is either registering with the service provider
web application for the ﬁrst time, thus creating a new credential, or may be registering
an additional public key from a different FIDO2 Authenticator to the same credential
at the service provider’s site. In either case, the process is mostly identical from a
FIDO2 protocol point of view, but the service provider’s web application will have a
different ﬂow for a ﬁrst-time registration versus registering additional keys.
StrongKey’s Proof-of-Concept (PoC) web application, available for download and/or for
live testing, demonstrates this.
While each service provider’s FIDO2-enabled web application will have a ﬂow
unique to their business and policies, in a typical ﬁrst-time registration process, the
user:
1. Provides an email address, perhaps a mobile phone number, their full name, and a

chosen credential username.

2. This information is sent to the web application, which determines whether the

chosen credential username exists within its system. If not, it acquires a unique
nonce from the FIDO2 Server to serve as a challenge to the user.

3. The FIDO2-enabled web application communicates with the FIDO2-aware platform

—typically, a browser—and calls a WebAuthn JavaScript API within the service
provider’s web application to create a credential.

4. Assuming the user has a FIDO2 Authenticator accessible to the browser (either

through a Platform (a.k.a. Embedded) Authenticator, the USB, NFC, or BLE
transport protocols), the browser, in response to the WebAuthn JavaScript API
request, interacts with the FIDO2 Authenticator and the human—who must
provide the test of user presence gesture—to create a new public-private key pair.
The Authenticator then assembles a cryptographic response and relays it to the
FIDO2 Server through the web application.

5. The FIDO2 Server veriﬁes the cryptographic response, and upon the response

being valid, stores the user’s newly generated public key, along with any metadata
the implementation might require, and returns a success response to the web
application. This, in turn, is communicated to the user in the web application.

Where the user has previously created a credential, the service provider’s web
application will provide a capability for the user to manage their currently registered
FIDO2 keys; if not, it is strongly recommended that web application developers do so,
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since it will be necessary to provide a mechanism for the web application to
authenticate the user in the event of a lost or misplaced FIDO2 Authenticator. This
process is known as Account Recovery within the FIDO ecosystem. The StrongKey PoC
web application demonstrates this capability.
Assuming the user has authenticated to the service provider’s web application and
navigated to the panel for registered FIDO2 keys, the typical ﬂow to register an
additional FIDO2 key is as follows:
1. The user selects the action to add a new key on the Key Management page of the

web application.

2. Since the web application already knows the authenticated user’s data, it

communicates with the FIDO2 Server to acquire a new nonce for this registration
transaction. The FIDO2 Server returns the nonce, as well as all previously registered
keys belonging to this credential, to the web application. This is necessary for each
Authenticator in the possession of the user, to determine if it already has that
public key within its keystore; if so, it may not generate another key pair for this
credential on this Authenticator for this service provider’s website.

3. Assuming the user has a second (or third, or fourth, …) FIDO2 Authenticator she

wishes to register against this credential at that service provider’s web application,
the user provides the test of user presence gesture with the Authenticator, which
causes the Authenticator to generate a new key pair, assemble the cryptographic
response, and pass it to the browser, which relays it to the FIDO2 Server.

4. Upon verifying the cryptographic response, and upon determining its validity, the

FIDO2 Server stores the user’s newly generated public key, along with any
metadata the implementation might require, and returns a success response to the
service provider’s web application. This, in turn, is communicated to the user in the
web application.

1.4.2. Authentication (a.k.a. Assertion)
In an authentication process, the human user must have previously registered a public
key with the service provider web application using a FIDO2 Authenticator, and now
wishes to authenticate to the service provider’s web application at their site.
While each service provider’s FIDO2-enabled web application will have a ﬂow
unique to their business and policies, in a typical authentication process, the following
occurs:
1. The user provides the credential username known to the website; this may be

populated into the web application by the browser as a convenience using a cookie
or providing a list of credentials in a drop-down menu, given that some users may
have multiple credentials at a site.

2. This information is sent to the web application, which determines whether the

chosen credential username exists in its system. If not, it returns an error message
to the user.
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3. Assuming the user’s credential exists, the web application requests from the FIDO2

Server a nonce for the authentication. The server returns a nonce, as well as all
previously registered FIDO2 keys belonging to this credential, to the web
application. This is necessary so each Authenticator connected to the user’s
platform may determine if it has that public key within its keystore; if so, it may use
that key pair to generate the cryptographic response to authenticate to this service
provider’s website for that user’s credential. This is the capability that makes it
possible for a user to authenticate to a service provider’s web application with any
previously registered FIDO2 Authenticator at that service provider’s website. While
multiple Authenticators may be connected to the platform (all of them may have a
registered public key with that website, and as a consequence, all of them may
signal the user to provide the test of user presence gesture), the user may choose
any of the set of connected Authenticators to authenticate to the web application.
This is a unique feature of FIDO protocols.

4. Assuming the user has a FIDO2 Authenticator accessible to the browser (either

through a Platform (a.k.a. Embedded) Authenticator, the USB, NFC, or BLE
transport protocols), the browser, in response to the WebAuthn JavaScript API
request, interacts with the FIDO2 Authenticator and the human—who must
provide the test of user presence gesture—to digitally sign the nonce with the
private key, assemble a cryptographic response, and relay it to the FIDO2 Server
through the service provider’s web application.

5. The FIDO2 Server veriﬁes the cryptographic response, and upon the response

being a valid one, returns a success response to the service provider’s web
application. This, in turn, is communicated to the user in the web application.

1.4.3. Transaction Conﬁrmation
This capability is yet to be implemented for the FIDO2 protocol. While the WebAuthn
speciﬁcation deﬁnes the capability, its implementation by Platform manufacturers is
still forthcoming.
Given that Transaction Conﬁrmation requires a digital signature user’s previously
registered FIDO2 key at a service provider's site, the process is similar to that of the
authentication transaction. The difference, however, is that the FIDO2 Server and the
web application collaborate to display to the user, a transaction message designed to
be secure from being manipulated by any other software between the FIDO2 Server
and the platform on which the message is displayed. The platform and the
Authenticator are also assumed to be impervious to an attack attempting to
compromise CTAP2 messages between them. Thus, in theory, service providers may
rely upon this capability, when implemented, to provide them with digital signatures
from the user associated with speciﬁc transactions.
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2. Developers
NOTE: StrongKey’s APIs are described in more detail in the StrongKey FIDO2
Server API section.
Throughout this section, snippets of code will be displayed in different colors to help
distinguish from each other the languages being used. These colors are as follows:
Cyan code is JavaScript directed to the FIDO2 Authenticator.
Green code is JavaScript directed to its own back-end REST web services.
Grey code is JavaScript processing.
Blue code is Java in the business web application.
Purple code is JSON data structure input.
Red code is JSON data structure output.
Orange code is HTML.

2.1. FIDO2-enabling a Web
Application
In FIDO2, it is the web application’s (service provider application’s) job to determine
when to request a challenge for a FIDO2 workﬂow. At a bare minimum, the service
provider must provide a method for new registrations and authentication (login)
attempts.
For visualization purposes, these workﬂows will be associated with similar
password-based workﬂows. This is not done to imply that FIDO2 workﬂows can be
used as drop-in replacements for password workﬂows (e.g., a “change password”
workﬂow does not have a clear FIDO2 equivalent), but rather to help in understanding
the workﬂows. Sample code is from StrongKey’s Basic Java Sample Application.

2.1.1. Initial Registration
In a typical new password-based registration, a web application will provide a form
asking for a unique identiﬁer, usually a username and a password (twice). Upon
receiving the username and password, the web application will verify that the
username has not been already taken by another user. If it has not, the web
application will typically pass the username and password to its authentication
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module that will salt and hash the password before storing the username and nowhashed password in a database.
In a new FIDO2 registration workﬂow, rather than storing a username and hashed
password, the workﬂow seeks to store a username and cryptographic public key.
However, FIDO2 introduces many new concepts that are best explained in detail. The
steps to achieve this are listed on the following pages.
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1. User submits identiﬁcation information for the credential.

Figure 1—1: Registration: User supplies username and displayName to the web
form.
In a new FIDO2 registration, a web application will provide a form asking for a
username and a displayName (see Figure 1—1). The username serves the same
function as it does in the password-based workﬂow. The displayName is unrelated
to security and is a means to set a human-readable identiﬁer to the key pair being
created. It is strongly recommended that web application developers use the string
“Initial Registration” for the displayName and do not allow the user to modify this;
every unique website will require the user to go through an “initial FIDO2
registration” process when enabling their FIDO2 Authenticator for that site, and it is
unlikely that most users will forget their ﬁrst FIDO2 Authenticator and the initial
registrations at websites. When enabling modiﬁcations to the displayName in the
web application, programmers might want to consider allowing users to only
append to the “Initial Registration” string so as to preserve the context for the user
even as they add many other FIDO2 Authenticators to a website. The HTML form
used in the basic server demo is shown below.
<div id="regPanel" class="form-panel">
<h2>Register</h2>
<div id="regUsernamePanel">
<input autocomplete="off" class="met" id="regUsername" placeholder="Username" required="" type=
</div>
<div>
<input autocomplete="off" class="met" id="regDisplayName" placeholder="Initial Registration" requi
</div>
<div>
<button class="met" id="regSubmit">Register New Key</button>
</div>
</div>
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2. The JS front end sends username and displayName to the web application back

end.

Figure 1—2: Registration: Form ﬁelds are submitted to web application back end.
Upon the user submitting the information to the web form, the service provider's
web application JS front end validates the information and calls a web service—
named 'preregister' in the JS code to align with the SKFS preregister web service—
to handle the registration process (see Figure 1—2).
this.post('preregister', {
'username': $('#regUsername').val(),
'displayName': $('#regDisplayName').val()
})
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3. The submitted username is checked for uniqueness and FIDO2-enablement.

Figure 1—3: Registration: The web application ensures the username is unique; the
user is NOT FIDO2-enabled.
Upon receiving the username and displayName, the service provider's web
application back end veriﬁes that the username is not already in use and that the
user has NOT previously registered a FIDO2 key with this site (see Figure 1—3). If
either veriﬁcation fails to pass the test, the back-end application must respond
appropriately to the user. If the username is not already in use and if the user has
not previously registered a FIDO2 key, the service provider's web application
proceeds with the next step.
String username = getValueFromInput(Constants.RP_JSON_KEY_USERNAME, input);
String displayName = getValueFromInput(Constants.RP_JSON_KEY_DISPLAYNAME, input);
//Verify User does not already exist
if (!doesAccountExists(username)){
String prereg = SKFSClient.preregister(username, displayName);
HttpSession session = request.getSession(true);
session.setAttribute(Constants.SESSION_USERNAME, username);
session.setAttribute(Constants.SESSION_ISAUTHENTICATED, false);
session.setMaxInactiveInterval(Constants.SESSION_TIMEOUT_VALUE);
return generateResponse(Response.Status.OK, prereg);
}
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4. The web application sends a preregister web service request to SKFS.

Figure 1—4: Registration: The web application sends a preregister web service
request to SKFS.
Here is the JSON for the preregister input:
{
"protocol": "FIDO2_0",
"username": "johndoe",
"displayName": "Initial Registration",
"options": "{}",
"extensions": "{}"
}

The service provider's web application now sends a preregister web service request
to SKFS, using the REST protocol, passing the username and displayName to SKFS
via a POST request (see Figure 1—4). The Java that generates this request body is
shown below.
public static String preregister(String username, String displayName) {
JsonObjectBuilder bodyBuilder = Json.createObjectBuilder()
.add(Constants.SKFS_JSON_KEY_PROTOCOL, PROTOCOL)
.add(Constants.SKFS_JSON_KEY_USERNAME, username)
.add(Constants.SKFS_JSON_KEY_DISPLAYNAME, displayName);
JsonObject options = getRegOptions();
bodyBuilder.add(Constants.SKFS_JSON_KEY_OPTIONS, options.toString());
return callSKFSRestApi(SKFSFIDOKEYURI + "/" +
Constants.SKFS_PATH_REGISTRATION + "/" + Constants.SKFS_PATH_CHALLENGE,
bodyBuilder.build().toString(), HttpMethod.POST);
}
The protocol is used to tell SKFS to generate a challenge for the FIDO2 protocol (instead of the
U2F protocol, which SKFS also supports). The username and displayName are described
above. Options are used to specify preferences for the Authenticator used (i.e., a platform vs.
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cross-platform Authenticator, preferences for Authenticator attestation, preference for user
veriﬁcation vs. user presence, etc.). Extensions are deﬁned in the WebAuthn speciﬁcation.
Options and extensions will not be addressed in this guide.

NOTE: StrongKey’s APIs are described in more detail in FIDO2 v2 API
Mechanics.
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5. In response, SKFS returns a challenge to the web application.

Figure 1—5: Registration: SKFS returns a challenge to the web application.
Upon receiving the preregister request, SKFS returns a challenge to the service
provider web application (see Figure 1—5).
{
"Response": {
"rp": {
"name": "StrongKey POC"
},
"user": {
"name": "johndoe",
"id": "CXW...FMK4",
"displayName": "Initial Registration"
},
"challenge": "YGmdBIb0JGVE6ZXucUn_Ew",
"pubKeyCredParams": [{
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -7
}, ...
{
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -39
}],
"excludeCredentials": [],
"attestation": "direct"
}
}
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6. The challenge passes to the JS code in the web application.

Figure 1—6: Registration: The challenge is passed to the JS front-end code in the
web application.
The FIDO2 Server response containing the challenge is base64url-encoded. This
must be converted to the ArrayBuffer datatype before being sent to the
Authenticator (see Figure 1—6):
// base64url-decode preregister response from SKFS
let challengeBuffer = this.preregToBuffer(preregResponse);
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7. The browser code JS sends the challenge to the Authenticator.

Figure 1—7: Registration: The JS front-end code sends the challenge to the FIDO2
Authenticator.
Having made the JavaScript preregister request (Initial Registration, Step 4) the JS
code receives the challenge from the back-end application and delivers the
challenge to the Authenticator. The JS code is shown here:
// Convert base64url ﬁelds to ArrayBuffer format [verify].
let challengeBuffer = this.preregToBuffer(preregResponse);
// Browser passes challenge ﬁelds to WebAuthn API, which tells relevant FIDO2 authenticators to genera
let credentialsContainer = window.navigator;
credentialsContainer.credentials.create({ publicKey: challengeBuffer.Response })
.then(credResp => {
// convert response to base64url
let credResponse = this.preregResponseToBase64(credResp);
this.post('register', credResponse)
.done(regResponse => that.onRegResult(regResponse))
.fail((jqXHR, textStatus, errorThrown) => {
this.onFailError(jqXHR, textStatus, errorThrown);
});
});
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8. The Authenticator demands a test of human presence.

Figure 1—8: Registration: The Authenticator demands a test of user presence.
Upon receiving the challenge and performing internal sanity checks, the
Authenticator attached to the user’s system will signal the user to conﬁrm user
presence by requiring a gesture which may vary by Authenticator—examples
might include a button to be pressed, a request for a biometric scan, or a blinking
LED. This gesture typically happens by touching the Authenticator (see Figure 1—8).
9. The Authenticator generates a key pair, then digitally signs the response back to

the web application JS code.

Figure 1—9: Registration: The Authenticator generates a key pair and sends a
signed challenge to the web application JavaScript code.
Having received conﬁrmation of the test of user presence, the Authenticator
generates a new key pair, creates additional metadata, and sends the response to
the JS in the web application front end using one of ﬁve different attestation types
deﬁned in FIDO2 (see Figure 1—9).
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10. The JS code sends the response to the web application.

Figure 1—10: Registration: The JS code sends the response to the web application.
To complete the registration process, the JS application now must base64urlencode the response from the Authenticator before sending it to the back end of
the service provider web application (see Figure 1—10).
// Convert base64url ﬁelds to ArrayBuffer format [verify].
let challengeBuffer = this.preregToBuffer(preregResponse);
// Browser passes challenge ﬁelds to WebAuthn API, which tells relevant FIDO2 authenticators to genera
let credentialsContainer = window.navigator;
credentialsContainer.credentials.create({ publicKey: challengeBuffer.Response })
.then(credResp => {
// base64url-encode response from the Authenticator
let credResponse = this.preregResponseToBase64(credResp);
// Call the register web service on the web app back end
this.post('register', credResponse)
.done(regResponse => that.onRegResult(regResponse))
.fail((jqXHR, textStatus, errorThrown) => {
this.onFailError(jqXHR, textStatus, errorThrown);
});
});
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11. The web application calls the register web service on SKFS.

Figure 1—11: Registration: The web application back end calls the register web
service on SKFS.
The SKFS register web service must receive this JSON data structure (which is not
displayed in full for brevity’s sake); for the full response, see FIDO2 v2 API
registration Request Body):
{
"protocol": "FIDO2_0",
"response": {
"id": "MBDVx...c8wA",
"rawId": "MBDVx...c8wA",
"response": {
"attestationObject": "o2Nm...ZqFA",
"clientDataJSON": "eyJ0...bSJ9"
},
"type": "public-key"
},
"metadata": {
"version": "1.0",
"create_location": "Sunnyvale, CA",
"origin": "https://<FQDN>",
"username": "johndoe"
}
}

The Authenticator response is sent to SKFS via a register web service request (see
Figure 1—11). The Java code that generates this request is shown below.
public static String register(String username, String origin, JsonObject
signedResponse) {
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JsonObject metadata = Json.createObjectBuilder()
.add(Constants.SKFS_JSON_KEY_VERSION, PROTOCOL_VERSION)
.add(Constants.SKFS_JSON_KEY_CREATELOC, Constants.CREATE_LOCATION)
.add(Constants.SKFS_JSON_KEY_USERNAME, username)
.add(Constants.SKFS_JSON_KEY_ORIGIN, origin)
.build();
String body = Json.createObjectBuilder()
.add(Constants.SKFS_JSON_KEY_PROTOCOL, PROTOCOL)
.add(Constants.SKFS_JSON_KEY_RESPONSE, signedResponse.toString())
.add(Constants.SKFS_JSON_KEY_METADATA, metadata.toString())
.build().toString();
return callSKFSRestApi(SKFSFIDOKEYURI + "/" +
Constants.SKFS_PATH_REGISTRATION, body, HttpMethod.POST);
}
12. SKFS veriﬁes response and optionally validates the Authenticator's attestation.

Figure 1—12: Registration: SKFS validates the challenge response and (optionally)
attestation.
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13. SKFS registers the user's public key by storing it.

Figure 1—13: Registration: The user's public key is persisted into the database.
On successful veriﬁcation of the Authenticator’s response, StrongKey’s FIDO2
Server will store the user’s public key in its database (see Figure 1—13).
14. The success response is sent to the service provider web application.

Figure 1—14: Registration: The success response is returned to the web application.
Upon receiving the register request and processing the Authenticator’s response,
SKFS returns an appropriate response to the service provider web application (see
Figure 1—14).
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15. FIDO2 registration is stored and enabled for this user.

Figure 1—15: Registration: FIDO2 is enabled for the user in the web application
database.
Optionally, the service provider web application may store information about the
successful registration in its own database and perform additional processing as
needed (see Figure 1—15).
16. The success response is sent to the web application JS code.

Figure 1—16: Registration: The success response is sent to the browser.
The message received (typically an HTTP 200 OK) by the web application front end
is in response to its own register web service.
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17. The user is notiﬁed that they are now registered with a FIDO2 key.

Figure 1—17: Registration: Success! The user has completed initial registration.

2.1.2. Authentication
In a typical password-based authentication, a web application provides a form asking
for the username used during registration and a password. Upon receiving the
username and password, the web application typically passes the username and
password to its authentication module. The authentication module then veriﬁes that
salting and hashing the password received for that username matches what is in the
database. If it matches, it will return a success value and login the user.
In a FIDO2 authentication workﬂow, the web application sends a challenge to the
user to sign using their Authenticator. The signed challenge is then passed back to the
service provider application, which relays the signature to the FIDO2 server to verify
that the challenge was properly signed using the public key stored during registration.
The steps to achieve this are listed below.
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1. The user completes a login form and supplies their username.

Figure 1—18: Authentication: The user supplies the username to a login form.
During FIDO2 authentication, the web application typically provides a form asking
for the username (see Figure 1—18); the HTML is shown here:
<div id="authPanel" class="form-panel" style="display: none;">
<div id="authHeadingPanel">
<img width="24" src="img/login256.png">
<h2>Sign In</h2>
</div>
<div>
<input class="met" id="authUsername" placeholder="Username" required="" type="text">
</div>
<div>
<button class="met" id="authSubmit">Sign In</button>
</div>
</div>
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2. The user submits username information to the web application.

Figure 1—19: Authentication: User submits login credentials to the web application.
Upon the user submitting the information to the web form, the service provider's
web application JS front end validates the information and calls a web service—
named 'preauthenticate' in the JS code to align with the SKFS preauthenticate web
service—to handle the authentication process (see Figure 1—2).
this.post('preauthenticate', {
'username': $('#authUsername').val()
})
.done((resp) => {
this.authenticate(resp.Response);
})
.fail((jqXHR, textStatus, errorThrown) => {
this.onFailError(jqXHR, textStatus, errorThrown);
});
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3. The user's username and FIDO2-enablement status is veriﬁed.

Figure 1—20: Authentication: The user's username is veriﬁed for FIDO2enablement.
Upon receiving the username, the service provider's web application back end
veriﬁes the username has previously registered a FIDO2 key with this site (see
Figure 1—20). If either veriﬁcation fails to pass the test, the back-end application
must respond appropriately to the user. If the username is already in use and if the
user has registered a FIDO2 key, the web application proceeds.
// Get user input + basic input checking
String username = getValueFromInput(Constants.RP_JSON_KEY_USERNAME, input);
// Verify user exists
if(!userdatabase.doesUserExist(username)){
WebauthnTutorialLogger.logp(Level.SEVERE, CLASSNAME, "preauthenticate", "WEBAUTHN-WSreturn generateResponse(Response.Status.NOT_FOUND, WebauthnTutorialLogger.getMessagePropert
}
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4. The web application sends a preauthenticate web service request to SKFS.

Figure 1—21: Authentication: A preauthenticate web service request is sent to
SKFS.
The JSON data structure required for the SKFS preauthenticate web service
follows:
{
"protocol": "FIDO2_0",
"username": "user.name@domain.com",
"options": "{}",
"extensions": "{}"
}

The service provider's web application assembles the JSON data structure ﬁrst and
then sends a preauthenticate web service request to SKFS using the REST protocol
(see Figure 1—21). The Java code that performs this process is shown below.
String preauth = SKFSClient.preauthenticate(username);
HttpSession session = request.getSession(true);
session.setAttribute(Constants.SESSION_USERNAME, username);
session.setAttribute(Constants.SESSION_ISAUTHENTICATED, false);
return generateResponse(Response.Status.OK, preauth);
public static String preauthenticate(String username) {
JsonObjectBuilder bodyBuilder = Json.createObjectBuilder()
.add(Constants.SKFS_JSON_KEY_PROTOCOL, PROTOCOL)
.add(Constants.SKFS_JSON_KEY_USERNAME, username);
JsonObject options = getAuthOptions();
bodyBuilder.add(Constants.SKFS_JSON_KEY_OPTIONS, options.toString());
return callSKFSRestApi(SKFSFIDOKEYURI + "/" +
Constants.SKFS_PATH_AUTHENTICATION + "/" + Constants.SKFS_PATH_CHALLENGE,
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bodyBuilder.build().toString(), HttpMethod.POST);
}
5. In response, SKFS returns a challenge to the web application.

Figure 1—22: Authentication: SKFS returns a challenge to the service provider web
application.
Upon receiving a preauthenticate request, StrongKey’s FIDO2 Server conﬁrms the
user exists with a registered public key and returns a challenge to the web
application (see Figure 1—22). The abbreviated SKFS response is shown here (for the
full response see the FIDO2 v2 API authentication/challenge Example):
{
"Response": {
"challenge": "k1YeYZZ6HDmg3ruKinb2SQ",
"allowCredentials": [{
"type": "public-key",
"id": "WLwV...CuqQ",
"alg": -7
}]
}
}
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6. The web application back end passes the challenge to the JS code in the front end.

Figure 1—23: Authentication: The web application passes the challenge to the
front end.
The FIDO2 Server response containing the Authentication challenge is base64urldecoded. This must be converted from the ArrayBuffer datatype before being sent
to the Authenticator (see Figure 1—23):
// base64url-decode ﬁelds to ArrayBuffer format.
let challengeBuffer = this.preauthToBuffer(preauthResponse);
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7. The JavaScript code passes the challenge to the Authenticator.

Figure 1—24: Authentication: The Authenticator receives the challenge from the JS
front end.
// base64url-decode ﬁelds to ArrayBuffer format.
let challengeBuffer = this.preauthToBuffer(preauthResponse);
// The browser passes the challenge to the Authenticator, which requests a signature.
let credentialsContainer;
credentialsContainer = window.navigator;
credentialsContainer.credentials.get({ publicKey: challengeBuffer.Response })
.then(credResp => {
// base64url-encode the response from the Authenticator
let credResponse = that.preauthResponseToBase64(credResp);
this.post('authenticate', credResponse)
.done(authResponse => that.onAuthResult(authResponse))
.fail((jqXHR, textStatus, errorThrown) => {
this.onFailError(jqXHR, textStatus, errorThrown);
});
})
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8. Origin veriﬁcation and test of user presence conﬁrmation.

Figure 1—25: Authentication: Test of user presence conﬁrmation from the user.
Upon receiving the challenge and performing internal sanity checks the
Authenticator attached to the user’s system will signal the user to conﬁrm user
presence by requiring a gesture which may vary by Authenticator—examples
might include a button to be pressed, a request for a biometric scan, or a blinking
LED. This gesture typically happens by touching the Authenticator (see Figure 1—
25).
NOTE: The Authenticator veriﬁes the web application’s site origin matches
the credential’s origin against which the key was registered by this user. This is a
unique security feature of the FIDO2 protocol to ensure phishing websites cannot
activate users’ credentials.
9. Authenticator signs the challenge with user's private key.

Figure 1—26: Authentication: The Authenticator-signed challenge is sent to the JS
front end.
Having received conﬁrmation of the test of user presence, the Authenticator uses
the existing credential’s private key, creates additional metadata, and sends the
response to the JS in the web application front end (see Figure 1—26).
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10. The signed challenge is sent to the service provider's web application back end.

Figure 1—27: Authentication: The signed challenge is sent to the web application
back end.
To complete the authentication process, the JS application now must base64urlencode the response from the Authenticator before sending it to the back end of
the service provider web application (see Figure 1—27).
// base64url-decode ﬁelds to ArrayBuffer format.
let challengeBuffer = this.preauthToBuffer(preauthResponse);
// The browser passes the challenge to the Authenticator, which requests a signature.
let credentialsContainer;
credentialsContainer = window.navigator;
credentialsContainer.credentials.get({ publicKey: challengeBuffer.Response })
.then(credResp => {
// base64url-encode the response from the Authenticator
let credResponse = that.preauthResponseToBase64(credResp);
this.post('authenticate', credResponse)
.done(authResponse => that.onAuthResult(authResponse))
.fail((jqXHR, textStatus, errorThrown) => {
this.onFailError(jqXHR, textStatus, errorThrown);
});
})
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11. The web application calls the authenticate web service on the SKFS.

Figure 1—28: Authentication: Web application calls the authenticate web service
on the SKFS.
The SKFS authenticate web service must receive this JSON data structure (which is
not displayed in full for brevity’s sake); for the full response, see FIDO2 v2 API
authenticate Request Body):
{
"protocol": "FIDO2_0",
"response": {
"id": "WLwV...CuqQ",
"rawId": "WLwV...CuqQ",
"response": {
"authenticatorData": "UoqJ...ABZA",
"signature": "MEUC...r124",
"userHandle": "",
"clientDataJSON": "eyJj...dCJ9"
},
"type": "public-key"
},
"metadata": {
"version": "1.0",
"last_used_location": "Cupertino, CA",
"username": "johndoe",
"origin": "https://<FQDN>"
}
}

The Authenticator response is sent to SKFS via an authenticate web service (see
Figure 1—28). The Java code that generates this request is shown below.
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public static String authenticate(String username, String origin, JsonObject
signedResponse) {
JsonObject metadata = Json.createObjectBuilder()
.add(Constants.SKFS_JSON_KEY_VERSION, PROTOCOL_VERSION)
.add(Constants.SKFS_JSON_KEY_USEDLOC, Constants.LAST_USED_LOCATION)
.add(Constants.SKFS_JSON_KEY_USERNAME, username)
.add(Constants.SKFS_JSON_KEY_ORIGIN, origin)
.build();
String body = Json.createObjectBuilder()
.add(Constants.SKFS_JSON_KEY_PROTOCOL, PROTOCOL)
.add(Constants.SKFS_JSON_KEY_RESPONSE, signedResponse.toString())
.add(Constants.SKFS_JSON_KEY_METADATA, metadata.toString())
.build().toString();
return callSKFSRestApi( SKFSFIDOKEYURI + "/" +
Constants.SKFS_PATH_AUTHENTICATION, body,HttpMethod.POST);
}
12. SKFS veriﬁes the challenge response and updates relevant metadata.

Figure 1—29: Authentication: SKFS veriﬁes the challenge response and updates
the key counter.
SKFS veriﬁes the challenge using the public key that was stored for the user during
registration (see Figure 1—29).
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13. SKFS returns a success message to the web application.

Figure 1—30: Authentication: SKFS returns a success response.
If veriﬁcation succeeds, the FIDO2 Server returns a success message to the service
provider web application (see Figure 1—30).
14. The service provider web application performs post-success housekeeping.

Figure 1—31: Authentication: The service provider web application stores the
response.
Upon successfully FIDO2-authenticating a user, the web application may perform
additional processing tasks; for example:
Establishing a sessionID
Determining the user’s authorization(s) within the applications
Updating application-level metadata
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15. The service provider web application returns the success response to the JS front

end.

Figure 1—32: Authentication: The web application sends the response to the
JavaScript front end.
The message received (typically an HTTP 200 OK) by the web application front end
is in response to its own authenticate web service.
16. Success! The user is notiﬁed of a successful FIDO2 login.

Figure 1—33: Authentication: FIDO2 login is successful!

2.2. FIDO2 v1 Web Service Operations
The FIDO2 v1 web service application supports an array of web services for registering,
authenticating, and managing FIDO keys. It works by having client applications send
requests to the FIDO2 v1 API through a standard Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)
or Representational State Transfer (REST)-based web services over the Secure Hyper
Text Transfer Protocol (HTTPS).
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Both SOAP and REST web service calls can be expected to return a JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON) response object. The JSON response must be parsed to
determine the status of the request (successful response or failure).
REST-based web service calls will always return a 200 OK alongside a JSON
response.

2.3. FIDO2 v1 Web Service
Description
The web service description for SOAP and REST can be found at these URLs on your
Tellaro:
SOAP: /skfe/soap?wsdl
REST: /skfe/rest/application.wadl

2.4. FIDO2 v1 Service Information
(SVCInfo) JSON
The following example deﬁnes the SVCInfo JSON data structure:
{
“did”: 1,
“svcusername”: “myUser”,
“svcpassword”: “myPassword”,
“protocol”: “FIDO2_0”
}

The following table explains each line of the data structure:
Value
did

Explanation
Unique domain identiﬁer for a cryptographic domain.

svcusername

Username requesting the service. The service credentials are looked up
in the 'service' setup of authentication system based on Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)/Active Directory (AD).

svcpassword

Password of the service username speciﬁed above.

protocol

FIDO protocol version—valid options are U2F_V2 and FIDO2_0.
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2.5. FIDO2 v1 API preregister
Mechanics
The preregister operation is used to generate a challenge to be signed by the FIDO
Authenticator. The web service receives a set of parameters that contains all the
metadata necessary to create a challenge.
Parameter
svcinfo
payload

Explanation
Object that carries FIDO2 v1 API service information.
Object that carries the preregister web service parameters, see below for
the difference between U2F_V2 and FIDO2_0 payloads.

When the Tellaro receives the request, it veriﬁes the credentials presented against its
internal directory server, and determines their authorization to request the preregister
service by verifying if they are a member of the FidoAuthorized groups.

2.5.1. FIDO2 v1 API preregister Payload
A different payload is required depending on the protocol that is selected:
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U2F_V2 payload:
{
"username": "myUsername"
}

FIDO2_0 payload:
{
"username": "myUsername",
"displayName": "myDisplayname",
"authenticatorSelection": {
"authenticatorAttachment":"platform",
"userVeriﬁcation":"required",
"requireResidentKey":true
},
"attestation": "direct"
"extensions": {}
}

Value
username
displayName

Explanation
The user account to which to register the FIDO key.
A user-friendly name assigned as a label to this key (e.g.,
“Blue Yubikey”).
(Optional) A JSON containing a list of options allowed for
this key registration. The authenticatorSelection JSON may
be empty or null, in which case default values are selected
by the server. The three options that may be speciﬁed are:

authenticatorSelection

authenticatorAttachment—["platform", "crossplatform"] More details
userVeriﬁcation—["required", "preferred",
"discouraged"] More details
requireResidentKey—[true, false] More details

attestation

(Optional) The type of attestation to request for this
registration. Valid values are none, direct, and indirect. The
value that is received is compared to the server’s FIDO
policy to conﬁrm it is an excepted form of attestation.
Default value is none. More details

extensions

A JSON containing a list of extensions to associate with this
challenge. The extensions JSON can be empty, but is
otherwise a required parameter. More details.
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On either a success or failure, the web service will return the following JSON (with a
200 OK in the case of REST) from a preregister request:
{
"Challenge":""
"Message":"",
"Error":"",
}

Value
Challenge
Message
Error

Explanation
The challenge generated for this request if it is a success.
Any additional message returned by the server.
This ﬁeld will be populated with an error code and error message if there
was an error processing the request.

2.5.2. FIDO2 v1 API preregister Examples
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Successful U2F_V2 response:
{
"Challenge": {
"appId": "https://ﬁdo2.strongkey.com:8181/app.json",
"registerRequests": [{
"challenge": "rAg26qiS6knL-G7e7ooJxz9lQDP9h9CzPrENofWmhPJVov3inQR-Vbr5TapaJ1ewtY8WUK
"version": "U2F_V2"
}],
"registeredKeys": []
},
"Message": "",
"Error": ""
}
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Successful FIDO2_0 response:
{
"Challenge": {
"rp": {
"name": "demo.strongauth.com:8181"
},
"user": {
"name": "blah",
"id": "jvaE-qrk7n_WVT7eW0ikyA6C3ZX_mA_CkmeQxVgANmM",
"displayName": "my key"
},
"challenge": "4iiVsOvHh4mfzs-OXk6WQw",
"pubKeyCredParams": [{
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -7
}, {
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -35
}, {
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -36
}, {
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -8
}, {
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -43
}, {
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -65535
}, {
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -257
}, {
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -258
}, {
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -259
}, {
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -37
}, {
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"type": "public-key",
"alg": -38
}, {
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -39
}],
"excludeCredentials": [],
"authenticatorSelection": {
"authenticatorAttachment": "platform",
"requireResidentKey": true,
"userVeriﬁcation": "required"
},
"attestation": "none"
},
"Message": "",
"Error": ""
}

Failed request:
{
"Challenge": "",
"Message": "",
"Error": "FIDO-ERR-0014: JSON parsing exception: {0} Invalid json"
}

2.6. FIDO2 v1 API register Mechanics
The register operation immediately follows a call to preregister and is used to
complete registration of a FIDO Authenticator. The web service receives a set of
parameters that contains all the metadata necessary to register the key.
Parameter
svcinfo
payload

Explanation
Object that carries FIDO2 v1 API service information.
Object that carries the register web service parameters, see below for
the difference between U2F_V2 and FIDO2_0 payloads.

When the Tellaro receives the request, it veriﬁes the credentials presented against its
internal directory server, and determines their authorization to request the register
service by verifying if they are a member of the FidoAuthorized groups.
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2.6.1. FIDO2 v1 API register Payload
A different payload is required depending on the selected protocol:
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U2F_V2 payload:
{
"metadata": {
"version": "1.0",
"create_location": "Sunnyvale, CA",
"username": "testuser"
},
"response": {
"clientData": ""
"registrationData": ""
}
}
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FIDO2_0 payload:
{
"metadata": {
"origin": "https://ﬁdo2.strongkey.com",
"create_location": "Sunnyvale, CA",
"username": "testuser"
},
"response": {
"id": ""
"rawId": ""
"type": ""
"response": {
"attestationObject": ""
"clientDataJSON": ""
}
}
}

Value
version

create_location
username
origin
clientData
registrationData

id

rawId

Explanation
This value is the version of the metadata object. Currently there is
only one version supported: 1.0.
The location from which the key is being created. This value will
be returned with calls to getkeyinfo and can be presented to the
user.
The user account to register the FIDO key.
The fully qualiﬁed origin of the requester.
(U2F_V2) The client data created by the FIDO client, websafebase64 encoded.
(U2F_V2)The raw registration response websafe-base64.
(FIDO2_0) The credential’s identiﬁer. The requirements for the
identiﬁer are distinct for each type of credential. It might
represent a username for username/password tuples, for
example.
(FIDO2_0) The ArrayBuffer contained in the [[identiﬁer]] internal
slot.
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type

attestationObject

clientDataJSON

(FIDO2_0) This attribute’s getter returns the value of the object’s
interface object's [[type]] slot, which speciﬁes the credential type
represented by this object.
(FIDO2_0) This attribute contains an attestation object, which is
opaque to, and cryptographically protected against tampering
by, the client.
(FIDO2_0) This attribute, inherited from AuthenticatorResponse ,
contains the JSON-serialized client data passed to the
Authenticator by the client in order to generate this assertion.

On either a success or failure, the register web service will return the following JSON
(with a 200 OK in the case of REST):
{
"Response":""
"Message":"",
"Error":"",
}

Value

Explanation

Response

A message conﬁrming a successful registration.

Message

Any additional message returned by the server.

Error

This ﬁeld will be populated with an error code and error message if there
was an error processing the request.

2.6.2. FIDO2 v1 API register Examples
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Successful U2F_V2 response:
{"Response":"Successfully processed registration response"}

Successful FIDO2_0 response:
{"Response":"Successfully processed registration response"}

Failed request:
{
"Response": "",
"Message": "",
"Error": "FIDO-ERR-0014: JSON parsing exception: {0} Invalid json"
}

2.7. FIDO2 v1 API preauthenticate
Mechanics
The preauthenticate operation is used to generate a challenge to be signed by the
FIDO Authenticator. The web service receives a set of parameters that contains all the
metadata necessary to create a challenge.
Parameter
svcinfo
payload

Explanation
Object that carries FIDO2 v1 API service information.
Object that carries the preauthenticate web service parameters, see
below for the difference between U2F_V2 and FIDO2_0 payloads.

When the Tellaro receives the request, it veriﬁes the credentials presented against its
internal directory server, and determines their authorization to request the
preauthenticate service by verifying if they are a member of the FidoAuthorized
groups.

2.7.1. FIDO2 v1 API preauthenticate Payload
A different payload is required depending on the selected protocol:
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U2F_V2 payload:
{
"username": "myUsername"
}
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FIDO2_0 payload:
{
"username": "myUsername",
"displayName": "myDisplayname",
"authenticatorSelection": {
"authenticatorAttachment":"platform",
"userVeriﬁcation":"required",
"requireResidentKey":true
},
"attestation": "direct"
"extensions": {}
}

Value
username
displayName

Explanation
The user account to which owns the FIDO key.
A user-friendly name assigned as a label to this key (e.g.,
“Blue Yubikey”).
(Optional) A JSON containing a list of options allowed for
this key registration. The authenticatorSelection JSON may
be empty or null, in which case default values are selected
by the server. The three options are:

authenticatorSelection

authenticatorAttachment—["platform", "crossplatform"] More details
userVeriﬁcation—["required", "preferred",
"discouraged"] More details
requireResidentKey—[true, false] More details

attestation

(Optional) The type of attestation to request for this
registration. Valid values are none, direct, and indirect. The
value that is received is compared to the server’s FIDO
policy to conﬁrm it is an excepted form of attestation.
Default value is none. More details.

extensions

A JSON containing a list of extensions to associate with this
challenge. The extensions JSON can be empty, but is
otherwise a required parameter. More details.

On either a success or failure, the preauthenticate web service will return the
following JSON (with a 200 OK in the case of REST):
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{
"Challenge":""
"Message":"",
"Error":"",
}

Value
Challenge
Message
Error

Explanation
The challenge generated for this request if it is a success.
Any additional message returned by the server.
An error code and error message if there was an error processing the
request.

2.7.2. FIDO2 v1 API preauthenticate Examples
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Successful U2F_V2 response:
{
"Challenge": {
"challenge": "7_OVLET7rOG5VkxsDAN_OxG_g4T3Ckda3GbQZu09C--gmAqdLk0z2JNS3vtLlcbOfXZ
"appId": "https://ﬁdo2.strongkey.com:8181/app.json",
"registeredKeys": [{
"keyHandle": "1xJKtutuIPxYlsvmuiSNgGp2Sw8tapRMObkVr0A3VaVfJnGOc4dd3QQEih0GaSPV645W
"transport": ["usb"],
"version": "U2F_V2"
}]
},
"Message": "",
"Error": ""
}

Successful FIDO2_0 response:
{
"Response": {
"challenge": "rH3tOqXQ80pXSpP6gzOLfw",
"allowCredentials": []
}
}

Failed request:
{
"Challenge": "",
"Message": "",
"Error": "FIDO-ERR-0014: JSON parsing exception: {0} Invalid json"
}

2.8. FIDO2 v1 API authenticate
Mechanics
The authenticate operation immediately follows a call to preauthenticate and is used
to complete authentication of a FIDO Authenticator. The web service receives a set of
parameters that contains all the metadata necessary to authenticate the key.
Parameter

Explanation
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svcinfo
payload

Object that carries FIDO2 v1 API service information.
Object that carries the authenticate web service parameters, see below
for the difference between U2F_V2 and FIDO2_0 payloads.

When the Tellaro receives the request, it veriﬁes the credentials presented against its
internal directory server, and determines their authorization to request the register
service by verifying if they are a member of the FidoAuthorized groups.

2.8.1. FIDO2 v1 API authenticate Payload
A different payload is required depending on the selected protocol:
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U2F_V2 payload:
{
"metadata": {
"version": "1.0",
"last_used_location": "Sunnyvale, CA",
"username": "testuser"
},
"response": {
"clientData": ""
"signatureData": ""
"keyHandle": ""
}
}
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FIDO2_0 payload:
{
"metadata": {
"origin": "https://ﬁdo2.strongkey.com",
"create_location": "Sunnyvale, CA",
"username": "testuser"
},
"response": {
"id": ""
"rawId": ""
"type": ""
"response": {
"authenticatorData": ""
"clientDataJSON": ""
"userHandle": ""
"signature": ""
}
}
}

Value
version

last_used_location
username
origin

Explanation
This value is the version of the metadata object. Currently there
is only one version supported—1.0.
The location from which the key is being activated. This value
will be returned with calls to getkeyinfo and can be presented to
the user.
The user account to which owns the FIDO key.
The fully qualiﬁed origin of the requester.

clientData

(U2F_V2) The client data created by the FIDO client, websafebase64 encoded.

signatureData

(U2F_V2) The raw response from U2F device, websafe-base64
encoded.

keyHandle

(U2F_V2) The keyHandle of the RegisteredKey that was
processed.
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id

(FIDO2_0) The credential’s identiﬁer. The requirements for the
identiﬁer are distinct for each type of credential. It might
represent a username for username/password tuples, for
example.

rawId

(FIDO2_0) This attribute contains the ArrayBuffer contained in
the [[identiﬁer]] internal slot.

type

authenticatorData

clientDataJSON

userHandle

signature

(FIDO2_0) This attribute’s getter returns the value of the object’s
interface object's [[type]] slot, which speciﬁes the credential
type represented by this object.
(FIDO2_0) This attribute contains the authenticator data
returned by the authenticator. See §6.1 Authenticator Data.
(FIDO2_0) This attribute, inherited from AuthenticatorResponse ,
contains the JSON-serialized client data passed to the
Authenticator by the client in order to generate this assertion.
FIDO2_0) This attribute contains the user handle returned from
the Authenticator, or null if the Authenticator did not return a
user handle. See §6.3.3 The authenticatorGetAssertion
Operation.
(FIDO2_0) This attribute contains the raw signature returned
from the Authenticator. See §6.3.3 The
authenticatorGetAssertion Operation.

On either a success or failure, the web service will return the following JSON (with a
200 OK in the case of REST):
{
"Response":""
"Message":"",
"Error":"",
}

Value
Response
Message
Error

Explanation
A message conﬁrming a successful authentication.
Any additional message returned by the server.
This ﬁeld will be populated with an error code and error message if there
was an error processing the request.
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2.8.2. FIDO2 v1 API authenticate Examples
Successful U2F_V2 response:
{"Response":"Successfully processed sign response"}

Successful FIDO2_0 response:
{"Response":"Successfully processed sign response"}

Failed request:
{
"Response": "",
"Message": "",
"Error": "FIDO-ERR-0014: JSON parsing exception: {0} Invalid json"
}

2.9. FIDO2 v1 API deregister
Mechanics
The deregister operation is used to completely remove a FIDO Authenticator from a
user’s account. The web service receives a set of parameters that contains all the
metadata necessary to delete the key.
Parameter
svcinfo
payload

Explanation
Object that carries FIDO2 v1 API service information.
Object that carries the deregister web service parameters, see below for
the payload description.

When the Tellaro receives the request, it veriﬁes the credentials presented against its
internal directory server, and determines their authorization to request the register
service by verifying if they are a member of the FidoAuthorized groups.

2.9.1. FIDO v1 API deregister Payload
The same payload isused between keys registered with the various protocols.
{
"request": {
"username": ""
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"randomid": ""
}
}

Value

Explanation

username

The username of the owner of this registered key.

randomid

The key identiﬁer which uniquely identiﬁes the registered key in the
appliance. This value can be obtained using the getkeyinfo web service.

On either a success or failure, the deregister web service will return the following JSON
(with a 200 OK in the case of REST):
{
"Response":""
"Message":"",
"Error":"",
}

Value
Response
Message
Error

Explanation
A message conﬁrming a successful deletion.
Any additional message returned by the server.
This ﬁeld will be populated with an error code and error message if there
was an error processing the request.

2.9.2. FIDO2 v1 API deregister Examples
Successful response:
{"Response":"Successfully de-registered the key"}

Failed request:
{
"Response": "",
"Message": "",
"Error": "FIDO-ERR-0022=FIDO-ERR-0022: User key couldn't be fetched based on random id; or it has b
}
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2.10. FIDO2 v1 API deactivate
Mechanics
The deactivate operation is used to temporarily disable a FIDO Authenticator from a
user’s account. A deactivated FIDO Authenticator can not be used for authentication
until it is reactivated. The web service receives a set of parameters that contains all the
metadata necessary to deactivate the key.
Parameter
svcinfo
payload

Explanation
Object that carries FIDO2 v1 API service information.
Object that carries the deactivate web service parameters, see below for
the payload description.

When the Tellaro receives the request, it veriﬁes the credentials presented against its
internal directory server, and determines their authorization to request the register
service by verifying if they are a member of the FidoAuthorized groups.

2.10.1. FIDO2 v1 API deactivate Payload
The same payload is used between keys registered with the various protocols.
{
"metadata": {
"version": "1.0",
"last_used_location": "Sunnyvale, CA",
},
"request": {
"username": ""
"randomid": ""
}
}

Value
version
last_used_location
username

Explanation
This value is the version of the metadata object. Currently there is
only one version supported—1.0.
The location from which the key is being activated. This value will be
returned with calls to getkeyinfo and can be presented to the user.
The username of the owner of this registered key.
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randomid

The key identiﬁer which uniquely identiﬁes the registered key in the
appliance. This value can be obtained using the getkeyinfo web
service.

On either a success or failure, the deactivate web service will return the following
JSON (with a 200 OK in the case of REST):
{
"Response":""
"Message":"",
"Error":"",
}

Value

Explanation

Response

A message conﬁrming a successful deactivation.

Message

Any additional message returned by the server.

Error

This ﬁeld will be populated with an error code and error message if there
was an error processing the request.

2.10.2. FIDO2 v1 API deactivate Examples
Successful response:
{"Response":"Successfully de-activated user registered security key","Message":"","Error":""}

Failed request:
{
"Response": "",
"Message": "",
"Error": "FIDO-ERR-0022=FIDO-ERR-0022: User key couldn't be fetched based on random id; or it has b
}

2.11. FIDO2 v1 API activate Mechanics
The activate operation is used to re-enable a disabled FIDO Authenticator in a user’s
account. A deactivated FIDO Authenticator can not be used for authentication until it
is reactivated. The web service receives a set of parameters that contains all the
metadata necessary to create deactivate the key.
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Parameter
svcinfo
payload

Explanation
Object that carries FIDO2 v1 API service information.
Object that carries the activate web service parameters, see below for
the payload description.

When the Tellaro receives the request, it veriﬁes the credentials presented against its
internal directory server, and determines their authorization to request the register
service by verifying if they are a member of the FidoAuthorized groups.

2.11.1. FIDO2 v1 API activate Payload
The same payload is used between keys registered with the various protocols.
{
"metadata": {
"version": "1.0",
"last_used_location": "Sunnyvale, CA",
},
"request": {
"username": ""
"randomid": ""
}
}

Value
version
last_used_location

Explanation
This value is the version of the metadata object. Currently there is
only one version supported—1.0.
The location from which the key is being activated. This value will be
returned with calls to getkeyinfo and can be presented to the user.

username

The username of the owner of this registered key.

randomid

The key identiﬁer which uniquely identiﬁes the registered key in the
appliance. This value can be obtained using the getkeyinfo web
service.

On either a success or failure, the activate web service will return the following JSON
(with a 200 OK in the case of REST):
{
"Response":""
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"Message":"",
"Error":"",
}

Value

Explanation

Response

A message conﬁrming a successful activation.

Message

Any additional message returned by the server.

Error

This ﬁeld will be populated with an error code and error message if there
was an error processing the request.

2.11.2. FIDO2 v1 API activate Examples
Successful response:
{"Response":"Successfully activated user registered security key","Message":"","Error":""}

Failed request:
{
"Response": "",
"Message": "",
"Error": "FIDO-ERR-0022=FIDO-ERR-0022: User key couldn't be fetched based on random id; or it has b
}

2.12. FIDO2 v1 API getkeysinfo
Mechanics
The getkeysinfo operation is used to recover a list of keys associated with a user’s
account. The web service receives a set of parameters that contains all the metadata
necessary to recover the list of keys.
Parameter
svcinfo
payload

Explanation
Object that carries FIDO2 v1 API service information.
Object carrying getkeysinfo web service parameters. See below for the
payload.
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When the Tellaro receives the request, it veriﬁes the credentials presented against its
internal directory server and determines their authorization to request the register
service by verifying if they are a member of the FidoAuthorized groups.

2.12.1. FIDO2 v1 API getkeysinfo Payload
The same payload is used between keys registered with the various protocols.
{
"request": {
"username": ""
}
}

Value
username

Explanation
The username in which to gather registered key info.

On either a success or failure, the getkeysinfo web service will return the following
JSON (with a 200 OK if using REST):
{
"Response":""
"Message":"",
"Error":"",
}

Value
Response
Message
Error

Explanation
A message JSON array of metadata for each of a user’s registered keys.
Any additional message returned by the server.
This ﬁeld will be populated with an error code and error message if there
was an error processing the request.

2.12.2. FIDO2 v1 API getkeysinfo Examples
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Successful response:
{
"Response": {
"keys": [{
"randomid": "1-1-username-278",
"randomid_ttl_seconds": "300",
"ﬁdoProtocol": "U2F",
"ﬁdoVersion": "U2F_V2",
"createLocation": "Sunnyvale, CA",
"createDate": 1567716927000,
"lastusedLocation": "Not used yet",
"modifyDate": 0,
"status": "Active"
}, {
"randomid": "1-1-username-279",
"randomid_ttl_seconds": "300",
"ﬁdoProtocol": "U2F",
"ﬁdoVersion": "U2F_V2",
"createLocation": "Sunnyvale, CA",
"createDate": 1567716935000,
"lastusedLocation": "Not used yet",
"modifyDate": 0,
"status": "Active"
}]
},
"Message": "",
"Error": ""
}

Failed request:
{
"Response": "",
"Message": "",
"Error": "FIDO-ERR-0022=FIDO-ERR-0022: User key couldn't be fetched based on random id; or it has b
}

2.13. FIDO2 v2 API Mechanics
The FIDO2 v2 web service application supports an array of web services for registering,
authenticating, and managing FIDO keys. It works by having client applications send
requests to the FIDO2 v2 API through a standard Representational State Transfer
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(REST)-based web services over the Secure Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTPS).
REST-based web service calls will always return a 200 OK alongside a response.

2.14. FIDO2 v2 API Web Service
Description
The web service description for REST can be found at the following URL on your
Tellaro:
api/application.wadl

2.15. FIDO v2 API
registration/challenge Mechanics
The registration/challenge operation is used to generate a challenge to be signed by
the FIDO Authenticator. The web service receives a set of parameters that contains all
the metadata necessary to create a challenge.
Parameter
Request Body

Explanation
Object that carries the registration/challenge web service parameters.
See below for the FIDO2_0 request body.

2.15.1. FIDO2 v2 API registration/challenge Request
Body
The following request body is sent during the registration/challenge call:
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URL: https://<FQDN>/api/domains/1/ﬁdokeys/registration/challenge
HTTP Method: POST
FIDO2_0 request body:
{
"protocol": "FIDO2_0",
"username": "johndoe",
"displayname": "Initial Registration",
"options": "{\"attestation\":\"direct\"}"
}

Value
protocol
username
displayName

options

Explanation
The FIDO protocol to be used in this request (FIDO2_0).
The user account to which to register the FIDO key.
A user-friendly name assigned as a label to this key (e.g., “Blue
Yubikey”).
A JSON containing a list of options to associate with this challenge.
The options JSON can be empty, but is otherwise a required
parameter.

2.15.2. FIDO2 v2 API registration/challenge Example
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Successful FIDO2_0 response (accompanied by a 200 OK if using REST):
{
"Response": {
"rp": {
"name": "StrongKey POC"
},
"user": {
"name": "johndoe",
"id": "CXWhkBcUyErINZ_FDSuOVVdmu0YzT0HkVSONouBFMK4",
"displayName": "Initial Registration"
},
"challenge": "YGmdBIb0JGVE6ZXucUn_Ew",
"pubKeyCredParams": [{
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -7
}, {
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -35
}, {
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -36
}, {
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -8
}, {
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -43
}, {
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -65535
}, {
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -257
}, {
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -258
}, {
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -259
}, {
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -37
}, {
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"type": "public-key",
"alg": -38
}, {
"type": "public-key",
"alg": -39
}],
"excludeCredentials": [],
"attestation": "direct"
}
}

2.16. FIDO v2 API registration
Mechanics
The registration operation immediately follows a call to registration/challenge and is
used to complete registration of a FIDO Authenticator. The web service receives a set
of parameters that contains all the metadata necessary to register the key.
Parameter
Request Body

Explanation
Object that carries the register web service parameters. See below for
the FIDO2_0 request body.

When the Tellaro receives the request, it veriﬁes the credentials presented against its
internal directory server, and determines their authorization to request the register
service by verifying if they are a member of the FidoAuthorized groups.

2.16.1. FIDO2 v2 API registration Request Body
The following request body is sent during the registration call:
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URL: https://<FQDN>/api/domains/1/ﬁdokeys/registration
HTTP Method: POST
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FIDO2_0 request body:
{
"protocol": "FIDO2_0",
"response": {
"id": "MBDVxPOZ5To939FLGuhTPaaMA1jqTvajZrqWKbnI81yhEndkjQPbL7Q6W5TerIq_rowNstdvrX
"rawId": "MBDVxPOZ5To939FLGuhTPaaMA1jqTvajZrqWKbnI81yhEndkjQPbL7Q6W5TerIq_rowNstd
"response": {
"attestationObject": "o2NmbXRmcGFja2VkZ2F0dFN0bXSjY2FsZyZjc2lnWEgwRgIhAJ4iYNBFTz_LT
"clientDataJSON": "eyJ0eXBlIjoid2ViYXV0aG4uY3JlYXRlIiwiY2hhbGxlbmdlIjoiRkNNMHV0SWxw
},
"type": "public-key"
},
"metadata": {
"version": "1.0",
"create_location": "Sunnyvale, CA",
"origin": "https://<FQDN>",
"username": "johndoe"
}
}

Value
version

create_location
username
origin

Explanation
The metadata object version. Currently the only supported
version is 1.0.
The location from which the key is being created. This value will
be returned with calls to getkeyinfo and can be presented to the
user.
The user account to register the FIDO key.
The fully qualiﬁed origin of the requester.

id

(FIDO2_0) The credential’s identiﬁer. The requirements for the
identiﬁer are distinct for each type of credential. For example, It
might represent a username for username/password tuples.

rawId

(FIDO2_0) The ArrayBuffer contained in the [[identiﬁer]] internal
slot.

type

(FIDO2_0) This attribute’s getter returns the value of the object’s
interface object's [[type]] slot, which speciﬁes the credential type
represented by this object.
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attestationObject

clientDataJSON

(FIDO2_0) This attribute contains an attestation object, which is
opaque to and cryptographically protected against tampering by
the client.
(FIDO2_0) This attribute, inherited from AuthenticatorResponse,
contains the JSON-serialized client data passed to the
Authenticator by the client in order to generate this assertion.

2.16.2. FIDO2 v2 API register Examples
If the FIDO2_0 response is successful, the web service will return status code 200 OK
and a successful response string:
{"Response":"Successfully processed registration response"}

2.17. FIDO2 v2 API
authentication/challenge Mechanics
The authentication/challenge operation is used to generate a challenge to be signed
by the FIDO Authenticator. The web service receives a set of parameters that contains
all the metadata necessary to create a challenge.
Parameter
Request Body

Explanation
Object that carries the authenitcate/challenge web service parameters.
See below for the FIDO2_0 request body.

2.17.1. FIDO2 v2 API authentication/challenge
Request Body
The following request body is sent during the authentication/challenge call:
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URL: https://<FQDN>/api/domains/1/ﬁdokeys/authentication/challenge
HTTP Method: POST
FIDO2_0 request body:
{
"protocol": "FIDO2_0",
"username": "johndoe",
"options": "{}"
}

Value
username
displayName

options

Explanation
The user account that owns the FIDO key.
A user-friendly name assigned as a label to this key (e.g., “Blue
Yubikey”).
A JSON containing a list of options to associate with this challenge.
The options JSON can be empty, but is otherwise a required
parameter.

2.17.2. FIDO2 v2 API authentication/challenge
Example
If the FIDO2_0 response is successful, the web service will return status code 200 OK
and a the following JSON:
{
"Response": {
"challenge": "k1YeYZZ6HDmg3ruKinb2SQ",
"allowCredentials": [{
"type": "public-key",
"id": "WLwVfJwmEXQJidjyX_ucXNnJMXyhZeNoVEsZU5MI1t34S-uSTkU-V77wk52fhui-CNhWIk8p
"alg": -7
}]
}
}

2.18. FIDO2 v2 API authenticate
Mechanics
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The authentication operation immediately follows a call to authentication/challenge
and is used to complete authentication of a FIDO Authenticator. The web service
receives a set of parameters that contains all the metadata necessary to authenticate
the key.
Parameter
Request Body

Explanation
Object that carries the authenticate web service parameters. See below
for the FIDO2_0 request body.

2.18.1. FIDO2 v2 API authenticate Request Body
The following request body is sent during the authentication/challenge call:
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URL: https://<FQDN>/api/domains/1/ﬁdokeys/authentication
HTTP Method: POST
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FIDO2_0 request body:
{
"protocol": "FIDO2_0",
"response": {
"id": "WLwVfJwmEXQJidjyX_ucXNnJMXyhZeNoVEsZU5MI1t34S-uSTkU-V77wk52fhui-CNhWIk8p
"rawId": "WLwVfJwmEXQJidjyX_ucXNnJMXyhZeNoVEsZU5MI1t34S-uSTkU-V77wk52fhui-CNhWI
"response": {
"authenticatorData": "UoqJLa5UxCjgq_vY4aN3KaBN0YJ8PiXSQAnEkb84jqsBAAABZA",
"signature": "MEUCIQDcsR-1lLuIcSIa01RzxtoQMdDBY_PﬁEHwfxTprKOVXgIgZcbilg-3H1agt7xTH
"userHandle": "",
"clientDataJSON": "eyJjaGFsbGVuZ2UiOiJrMVllWVpaNkhEbWczcnVLaW5iMlNRIiwib3JpZ2luIjoia
},
"type": "public-key"
},
"metadata": {
"version": "1.0",
"last_used_location": "Cupertino, CA",
"username": "johndoe",
"origin": "https://<FQDN>"
}
}

Value
version

last_used_location
username
origin

Explanation
The metadata object version. Currently the only supported
version is 1.0.
The location from which the key is being activated. This value
will be returned with calls to getkeyinfo and can be presented to
the user.
The user account who owns the FIDO key.
The fully qualiﬁed origin of the requester.

id

(FIDO2_0) The credential’s identiﬁer. The requirements for the
identiﬁer are distinct for each type of credential. For example, It
might represent a username for username/password tuples.

rawId

(FIDO2_0) The ArrayBuffer contained in the [[identiﬁer]] internal
slot.
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type

authenticatorData

clientDataJSON

userHandle

signature

(FIDO2_0) This attribute’s getter returns the value of the object’s
interface object's [[type]] slot, which speciﬁes the credential
type represented by this object.
(FIDO2_0) This attribute contains the Authenticator data
returned by the Authenticator. See §6.1 Authenticator Data.
(FIDO2_0) This attribute,inherited from
AuthenticatorResponse ,contains the JSON-serializedclient
datapassed to the Authenticatorby the client to generate this
assertion.
(FIDO2_0) This attribute contains the user handle returned from
the Authenticator, or null if the Authenticator did not return a
user handle. See §6.3.3 The authenticatorGetAssertion
Operation.
(FIDO2_0) This attribute contains the raw signature returned
from the Authenticator. See §6.3.3 The
authenticatorGetAssertion Operation.

2.18.2. FIDO2 v2 API authenticate Examples
On a success, the web service will return the following JSON with a 200 OK:
{
"Response": ""
}

2.19. FIDO2 v2 API /ﬁdokeys GET
Mechanics
The /ﬁdokeys GET operation is used to retrieve a list of all the registered FIDO keys for
the user. The web service accepts the username as a query parameter. This request
has no request body.

2.19.1. FIDO2 v2 API /ﬁdokeys GET Request
The following request is sent during the /ﬁdokeys GET call:
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URL: https://<FQDN>/api/domains/1/ﬁdokeys?username=<username>
HTTP Method: GET
On a success, the web service will return the following JSON FIDO2_0 response with a
200 OK, including a list of registered FIDO keys for the user:
{
"Response": {
"keys": [{
"randomid": "1-1-johndoe-702180",
"randomid_ttl_seconds": "300",
"ﬁdoProtocol": "FIDO2_0",
"ﬁdoVersion": "FIDO2_0",
"createLocation": "Sunnyvale, CA",
"createDate": 1569459752000,
"lastusedLocation": "Not used yet",
"modifyDate": 0,
"status": "Active",
"displayName": "johndoe"
}, {
"randomid": "1-1-johndoe-701309",
"randomid_ttl_seconds": "300",
"ﬁdoProtocol": "FIDO2_0",
"ﬁdoVersion": "FIDO2_0",
"createLocation": "Sunnyvale, CA",
"createDate": 1569459651000,
"lastusedLocation": "Not used yet",
"modifyDate": 0,
"status": "Active",
"displayName": "johndoe"
}]
}
}

2.20. FIDO v2 API ﬁdokeys/{kid}
DELETE Mechanics
The /ﬁdokeys/{kid} DELETE operation is used to delete a registered FIDO key. The web
service accepts the key identiﬁer {kid} as a path parameter. This request has no
request body.
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2.20.1. FIDO2 v2 API ﬁdokeys/{kid} DELETE Request
The following request is sent during the ﬁdokeys/{kid} call:
URL: https://<FQDN>/api/domains/1/ﬁdokeys/<key-id>
HTTP Method: DELETE
On success the web service will return the following JSON with a 200 OK:
{
"Response": "Successfully deleted user registered security key"
}

2.21. Calling FIDO2 Server
2.21.1. Authentication
All the web services available in the v2 API accept HMAC authentication scheme. The
credential (secret key/access key) must be stored by the calling application, which uses
it to calculate HMAC and send it as part of the authorization header.
Follow the steps below to create the authorization header:
Create the request body with the required parameters. For example:
{
"protocol": "FIDO2_0",
"username": "johndoe",
"displayname": "Initial Registration",
"options": "{\"attestation\":\"direct\"}"
}
Calculate sha256 digest of the body and then base64 encode the value. The base64 body digest is
ghvgYnepusGvHrXZ5huvDb4Zavi+i2VKK/b3PmHxLoo=.

Calculate HMAC over the concatenation of the following parameters:
“HTTP Method” + “base64 body hash” + “contentType/mimetype” + “Current Date” + “api version” + “HTT
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Example request to HMAC:
“POST
ghvgYnepusGvHrXZ5huvDb4Zavi+i2VKK/b3PmHxLoo=
application/json
Wed, 25 Sep 2019 18:12:30 PDT
2.0
/api/domains/1/ﬁdokeys/registration/challenge”

2.21.2. Calling the Endpoint
Once the Authorization HMAC is calculated, a challenge is returned back to the
browser.

2.21.3. Sample Code
The full sample code to make all the FIDO2 v2 API calls can be found in the PoC
application, available on GitHub:
https://github.com/StrongKey/ﬁdo2/blob/master/sampleapps/java/poc/server/src/main/ja
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3. Operations
SKFS can be installed using one of two methods:
Standalone conﬁguration using downloaded code from GitHub
If you purchased a Tellaro appliance, follow the instructions in the KA Administration
Guide, Chapter 4—Installation.

3.1. Deployment Considerations
FIDO2 Server only exposes web services: Representational state transfer (REST) and
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). The server does not have to be built into web
applications, and can run as an independent instance enabling all applications—
regardless of the language/framework with which they're built—to use FIDO2
capabilities.
While the Tellaro appliance's cryptographic hardware module provides a tamperevident key management device and enjoys all the beneﬁts therefrom, the FIDO2
Server demo running in a Virtual Machine (VM) is not guaranteed to have the same
level of security. When deployed on a VM, the secure element is simulated by software,
which is by default not as secure as the hardware equivalent. For this reason
StrongKey recommends not deploying the FIDO2 Server for a production environment
in a VM, but instead only as a proof of concept for demonstration purposes.
When considering FIDO2 server deployment options, one can use a FIDO2 library
and add it to the web application or deploy an independent server, as available on the
StrongKey Tellaro. The independent server in the Tellaro has many advantages over
libraries:
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It makes the web application “lighter” since it does not link any non-core libraries into
the business application, and enables the application to merely make web service
requests to use FIDO2 services
It enables multiple web applications to use common, clustered FIDO2 Servers to
strongly authenticate users across multiple applications, thus delivering the beneﬁts
of single sign-on without having to add additional single sign-on code
It allows an application written in any programming language to use FIDO2 services
as long as the application can call web services using the REST or SOAP protocols
It enables web applications to take advantage of high availability (HA) and disaster
recovery (DR) without having to design additional logic into the application to deliver
this capability—when the StrongKey Tellaro is deployed in clusters, applications may
communicate with any available node in the cluster to avail FIDO2 services
It enables greater security since every Tellaro node has its own cryptographic
hardware module to secure key management functions within the appliance

StrongKey Tellaro appliances are always installed in a clustered conﬁguration for HA in
a production environment. All the servers function in a master-master conﬁguration
where any server can receive transactions and will asynchronously replicate data
records between all other nodes in the cluster without human intervention.
In the event a cluster node fails for any reason—network failure, power loss, hard
disk crash—some “in-ﬂight” transactions might fail, causing the registration or
authentication transaction to be started over again.
While the failed node is not within the cluster, other nodes within the cluster hold
all necessary transactions—such as newly registered keys—in a queue for the missing
node. When the missing node rejoins the cluster, the remaining nodes in the cluster
recognize its arrival and replay transactions from the replication queue to bring the
missing node up to date.
When multiple Tellaro nodes are deployed across a wide area network (WAN) with
a reasonable geographical distance between them, they also provide business
continuity (BC) in the event of a disaster affecting a location where the services of one
(set of) FIDO2 server(s) may be affected.
The diagrams in the next sections demonstrate different conﬁgurations to consider
when deploying Tellaro appliances containing the FIDO2 Server.

3.1.1. Two Nodes, Single/Multiple Data Center
Only two Tellaro appliances are deployed in a cluster, either in one data center or split
between two, exposing the SOAP and REST web service API on port 8181 (the default
Payara port where StrongKey web services are enabled).
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In this depiction, the applications are only pointing to the primary data center
(Tellaro 01) for FIDO2 services, which asynchronously replicates data to the other node
over ports 7001, 7002, and 7003—whether it is in the same data center or over WAN.
The assumption is that applications using this conﬁguration are designed to fail over
to using the second node (Tellaro 02) if the primary data center's node becomes
unavailable for any reason. While commercial or open-source load balancers can
provide this resiliency to applications without any failover code in the application, it
becomes a matter of the application designer's choice on how they wish to handle
application resiliency in the face of a complete failure of a cluster node or a data
center.

3.1.2. Two Nodes, Single/Multiple Data Centers with
a Load Balancer
As in the ﬁrst conﬁguration, two Tellaros are deployed in one or two data centers,
exposing the Tellaro's SOAP and REST web services on port 8181. The Tellaros in this
scenario are behind a load balancer and the transactions can go to either Tellaro in the
cluster; data is replicated asynchronously over ports 7001, 7002, and 7003.
In this conﬁguration, application designers do not have to build in resilience to
node or data center failures for their applications—the load balancer handles it for
them. The applications send their web service requests to the load balancer's web
service endpoint and the load balancer takes on the responsibility of managing the
transaction relay to the appropriate Tellaro node based on the load balancer’s rules.
Failures of any single Tellaro are transparent to applications, since the load balancer
recognizes the unavailability of the failed Tellaro and routes transactions to the
available node. When the failed Tellaro rejoins the cluster, the load balancer recognizes
this and starts routing transactions to the rejoined node again. The Tellaros
synchronize their data automatically upon the clustered nodes seeing each other on
the network again.

3.1.3. Four Nodes, Multiple Data Centers
This is a recommended scenario where the devices are distributed across geographical
locations in two data centers and each data center also has HA of Tellaro nodes in the
event of the failure of a single node in either data center. The applications are still
pointing to a primary data center, replicating to the other data center asynchronously
over ports 7001, 7002, and 7003.

3.1.4. Four Nodes, Multiple Data Centers, One Load
Balancer
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This is another recommended scenario where the devices have been distributed
across geographical locations in two data centers and each data center maintains HA
for the Tellaro nodes. The devices in this scenario are behind a load balancer; the
transactions can go to either device in the primary data center cluster. As before, the
data are replicated asynchronously over ports 7001, 7002, and 7003.
In this conﬁguration, the applications are shielded from having to communicate
with the Tellaro nodes directly, and assume that if the entire data center (where Tellaro
01 and Tellaro 02 are placed) fails, the load balancer can be routed—manually or
automatically—to point to the data center where Tellaro 03 and Tellaro 04 are located.

3.1.5. Four Nodes, Multiple Data Centers with One
Load Balancer per Data Center
This is the highly recommended scenario for enterprise-scale organizations where the
Tellaros are distributed across geographical locations in two data centers, and each
data center provides HA between data centers and all Tellaro nodes. Each data center
uses a load balancer for the Tellaros. Transactions may go to any device, and the data is
replicated asynchronously over ports 7001, 7002, and 7003.

3.1.6. Considerations
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The decision with regards to which load balancer is used by the application can be
made based on where the request originates, so it reaches the closest data center for
a faster response
In either of the above scenarios, it is recommended that a Transport Layer Security
(TLS) digital certiﬁcate with a subjectAltName (Subject Alternative Name, or SAN)
extension is created to include the fully qualiﬁed domain name (FQDN) for all Tellaros
in the cluster, so that the calling applications only need to import one TLS certiﬁcate
per cluster into their TrustStore
StrongKey's implementation of the FIDO2 web services (register and authenticate) are
two-step processes (see FIDO2 Protocol Mechanics) where a challenge (nonce) must
be obtained in a preregister step before a registration, or in a preauthenticate step
before an or authentication can be completed. If the appliances are behind a load
balancer, there is a possibility that the application can go to two different machines
for the two steps: preregister and register web services or the preauthenticate and
authenticate web services. All challenges and sessions are stored in a map that is
replicated to all other appliances in the cluster. The possibility of a small delay exists
due to network problems between different data centers, or even between servers in
the same data center. To compensate for such delays, developers can do one of the
following:
Conﬁgure the load balancer to use sticky sessions so that the two related web services
go to the same server for a guaranteed response
Design the application to handle this scenario and just retry the second register or
authenticate web service again if it fails the ﬁrst time
Build in a small delay between the two web services for replication to catch up

In an ideal scenario, the replication is instantaneous and the application does not even
notice if the web services go to a different data center.

3.2. Conﬁguration
The SKFS software comes with many customizable properties that do not need to be
changed for most sites. However, some properties may be customized for sites based
on their security policies. The following table presents a list of all the properties used
by this release of SKFS.
Conﬁguration properties are divided into either Immutable or Mutable properties.
Immutable properties may not be changed at any time as this will impact SKFS
operations. Mutable properties may be modiﬁed as needed to meet business,
operational, technical, and/or security requirements.
NOTE: An Immutable property value must never be modiﬁed, as this will break
the application, void the Support contract, and risk permanently corrupting SKFS data
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All SKFS server properties are bundled in the resources folder of the ﬁdoserverbeans
module in the SKFS application. This ﬁle provides the central conﬁguration for the
system. This central conﬁguration ﬁle should not be modiﬁed directly. However, by
modifying skfs-conﬁguration.properties in the SKFS_HOME/etc directory, a site can override
the default conﬁguration properties bundled in the application module. An editor
(gedit, nano, or vi) may be used to create/alter the conﬁguration ﬁle in the
SKFS_HOME/etc folder, after which Payara must be restarted for the changed properties
to take effect.

3.2.1. Immutable Conﬁguration
All properties use the format key=value where the key is of the form skfs.cfg.property.
<property-name> .
Property
Explanation
Immutable
Value
Property
Explanation
Immutable
Value
Property
Explanation
Immutable
Value
Property
Explanation
Immutable
Value

skfs.cfg.property.saka.encryption.wsdlsufﬁx
The Web Service Deﬁnition Language (WSDL) sufﬁx to be appended to
the Tellaro URL to make a KeyAppliance (KA) module web service
request.
/strongkeyliteWAR/EncryptionService?wsdl
skfs.cfg.property.skfshome
The default installation directory of the SKFS software.
/usr/local/strongkey/skfs
skfs.cfg.property.ﬁdo.usermetadata
This property determines where the FIDO users’ metadata is stored. The
value local indicates the data is stored in the Tellaro's local database in
the ﬁdo_users table.
Local
skfs.cfg.property.jdbc.jndiname
The Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) name for the resource
to access the MariaDB database.
jdbc/strongkeylite
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3.2.2. Mutable Conﬁguration
Property

Explanation

Default Value
Property
Explanation
Default Value
Property
Explanation

skfs.cfg.property.db.keyhandle.encrypt
The SKFS database stores a KeyHandle object for every user's registered
key in the ﬁdo_keys table. A site can choose to additionally encrypt and
tokenize this value using the Key Management (KM) module (if
available). This property determines whether the FIDO2 Server encrypts
the KeyHandle or not.
false
skfs.cfg.property.db.keyhandle.encrypt.saka.domainid
If the skfs.cfg.property.db.keyhandle.encrypt property is set to true, then
this property numerically identiﬁes the KA domain which will be used to
tokenize and store the KeyHandle for every registered FIDO key.
1
skfs.cfg.property.db.signature.rowlevel.add
To protect the integrity of records in the SKFS database, the server
generates a digital signature for every row and persists the signature
with the row data. This signature is veriﬁed to check row data
integrity each time this row is retrieved by SKFS. This property
determines whether or not all database rows have a digital signature
associated with them.
This feature distinguishes SKFS from other implementations.
Because the FIDO protocols are designed to be “privacy protecting,”
user information is not transmitted within the cryptographic
messages of the protocols. The association (binding) of the registered
key to a speciﬁc credential (username) within a FIDO server happens
outside the cryptographic messages. This, unfortunately, may lead to
attacks against a FIDO server implementation that go unnoticed by
users and service providers (the operators of a website using FIDO
protocols).
An attack that uses a structured query language (SQL) injection
vulnerability in a web application, or an attack that compromises the
Database Administrator (DBA) credential—or any database
credential with write access to the database schema—may insert or
update critical attributes of users' registered keys. For example, by
overwriting a legitimate KeyHandle with the attacker’s own
KeyHandle (previously registered on that site), the attacker not only
locks out everybody from the site, but allows the themselves to
authenticate to anybody's account on that site with his own FIDO
Authenticator.
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A more insidious attack is where the attacker adds his/her own
KeyHandle as an additional registered key to every user's record in
the database. This now enables the attacker to authenticate to any
user's account on that site, and the legitimate user does not know her
account has been compromised—unless she notices an additional
“suspicious” looking registered key in their proﬁle.
SKFS generates a digital signature on every record stored in the
database at the time of insertion and stores the signature with the
record. The server veriﬁes the signature each time the record is
retrieved to make sure the record has not been modiﬁed since its last
use. Authorized updates to the record cause the FIDO2 Server to
generate a new digital signature on the modiﬁed record and store
the new signature with the updated record.
As a result, an attack on the database record in SKFS immediately
highlights the compromise; in such a situation, besides writing
warning messages in the server’s log, the server refuses to use the
compromised record to authenticate the user. Applications may
choose to have the user go through another authentication
transaction, but this time the application may call on another FIDO2
Server in the cluster to determine if the user’s record is intact on that
server. The probability of every cluster node being compromised is
small, but is nonetheless possible for an insider attack.
By using a signing key protected by the cryptographic hardware
module on the Tellaro, StrongKey ensures that an attacker cannot
successfully authenticate into another legitimate user’s account with
the attacker’s own registered keys on that site.
While this does reduce the number of transactions per second
(TPS) the FIDO2 Server delivers, StrongKey believes that it is more
important to be secure when attempting to use a strong
authentication protocol lest companies be lulled into a false sense of
security.
Default Value
Property

Explanation

Default Value
Property

true
skfs.cfg.property.db.signature.rowlevel.verify
This property determines whether or not the server will verify row-level
signatures. It should only be set to true if the
skfs.cfg.property.db.signature.rowlevel.add property is set to true. If the
*signature.*.add property is set to false and the *signature.*.verify
property is set to true, all authentication transactions will fail since the
server will be unable to ﬁnd a digital signature for the user in its record.
true
skfs.cfg.property.entropylength
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Explanation
Default Value
Property
Explanation
Default Value
Property

Explanation

Default Value
Property

Explanation

Default Value
Property

Explanation

Default Value

FIDO2 Server is responsible to generate a challenge (nonce) for all
registration and authentication requests. This property determines the
length of entropy to be used for generating these challenges.
512
skfs.cfg.property.ﬁdo2.user.settings.version
This property determines the version settings for FIDO2 key registration.
This property is present for future-prooﬁng the code. It is not
recommended that this value be changed in this version.
1
skfs.cfg.property.ﬁdokeys.ﬂush.cutofftime.seconds
To speed up FIDO2 transaction processing, the server temporarily
caches registered keys in memory. This property determines the
maximum number of seconds a key can remain cached in memory. The
longer a key is cached in memory, the more memory is required within
the Tellaro. Please keep in mind that once a user has authenticated to
the FIDO2 Server, they are not likely to need the key again for awhile. The
default value is useful when a user registers a new key with the server
and immediately attempts to authenticate with that key. In that
situation, this property is useful to speed up the authentication
transaction.
30
skfs.cfg.property.ﬁdokeys.ﬂush.frequency.seconds
To speed up FIDO2 transaction processing, the server temporarily
caches registered keys in memory. This property determines the
frequency at which a server thread responsible for ﬂushing keys out of
memory wakes up to perform its work.
5
skfs.cfg.property.ﬁdo.userid.length
Determines the maximum allowed length for a credential’s username
for a user account. When changing it, never reduce the size once users
have started registering themselves. Either reduce it before users start
registering, or consider using a different cryptographic domain for
different applications that have different needs.
32
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Property

Explanation

Default Value
Property

Explanation

Default Value
Property
Explanation
Default Value
Property
Explanation
Default Value
Property

skfs.cfg.property.messaging.blpsleeptime
Before an object is replicated to other appliances, the source appliance
saves the object metadata in the replication table, and then publishes
the object to subscribers. Sometimes, the acknowledgment from
subscribers may not reach the publisher. On such occasions, the
publisher has a BacklogProcessor (BLP) that attempts to resend the
object to subscribers who did not receive it. However, to ensure that the
BLP does not get caught in an endless loop sending the objects
continuously, it sleeps for the number of seconds speciﬁed in this
parameter before checking the replication table again to publish
objects.
60
skfs.cfg.property.messaging.timediff
ZeroMQ normally replicates most objects to all appliances when they
are created. However, there are occasions when some leftover objects
might remain in the replication table that were either not
acknowledged by recipients, or the publisher did not receive the
acknowledgment as it was too busy. In these situations, the BLP
attempts to replicate the object again as part of the clean up processor.
The timediff property is the amount of seconds a record must be in the
replication table before the BLP attempts to resend it to other
appliances.
60
skfs.cfg.property.pkix.validate.default.truststore.password
[Not yet implemented] Indicates the default password used by the
server for its TrustStore containing the root certiﬁcates for validating the
attestations provided by FIDO registrations.
changeit
skfs.cfg.property.pkix.validate.default.truststore
[Not yet implemented] Indicates the default TrustStore used for Public
Key Infrastructure (X.509) (PKIX) validation.
/usr/local/strongkey/skfs/etc/pkix-truststore.jceks
skfs.cfg.property.pkix.validate.method
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Explanation
Default Value
Property
Explanation
Default Value
Property

Explanation

Default Value
Property
Explanation
Default Value
Property

Explanation

Default Value
Property
Explanation
Default Value
Property

[Not yet implemented] The default mechanism of validating attestation
certiﬁcates.
TrustStore
skfs.cfg.property.pkix.validate
[Not yet implemented] This property indicates whether or not
attestation certiﬁcates must be validated.
true
skfs.cfg.property.retrieve.tld
FIDO U2F protocol has a concept of APPID-FACETID veriﬁcation which
involves checking Top Level Domains (TLD). This property indicates
whether the TLD list should be fetched from an external URL. This
property can only be true if the server can connect to the internet.
false
skfs.cfg.property.standalone.ﬁdoengine
This property determines if the FIDO2 Server has been deployed in a
standalone setup or as a part of the Enterprise KA deployment.
true (for the GitHub release) false (for the Enterprise Server)
skfs.cfg.property.standalone.signingkeystore.password
If skfs.cfg.property.standalone.ﬁdoengine has been set to true, the
server may not have access to a hardware so it uses a keystore for storing
database row level signing keys. This property indicates the default
password used for this keystore.
Abcd1234!
skfs.cfg.property.usersession.ﬂush.cutofftime.seconds
To speed up FIDO transaction processing, the server caches user session
information in memory temporarily. This property determines the
maximum time any key can remain in memory.
30
skfs.cfg.property.usersession.ﬂush.frequency.seconds
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Explanation
Default Value

To speed up FIDO transaction processing, the server caches user session
information in memory temporarily. This property determines the
frequency of execution for the FIDO keys clean up job.
5
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4. Using FIDO2 Server

4.1. Prerequisites
The following are required to successfully use the FIDO2 Server:
A FIDO CertiﬁedTM or FIDO-readyTM U2F Authenticator; check this list for vendors of
compatible FIDO2 devices
A browser release that supports the WebAuthn protocol
A computer with Microsoft Windows, Apple OS-X, or CentOS Linux installed

4.1.1. Linux Users
Linux PCs require the following task to be completed before beginning the demo:
1. Using sudo, modify the /etc/udev/rules.d/70-u2f.rules ﬁle. If it doesn't already exist,

create it.

2. Add the following text to the ﬁle:
ACTION!="add|change", GOTO="u2f_end", KERNEL=="hidraw*", SUBSYSTEM=="hidraw", ATTRS
3. Reboot the Linux PC.
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5. Troubleshooting
Following is a list of error and message codes the appliance logs for any transaction.
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message

SKCE-ERR-1000
Caught an exception\: {0}
Generic message for when an exception is caught by the application. It
is followed by the cause of the exception.
SKCE-ERR-1003
NULL or invalid argument\\: {0}
Message indicating a null or empty parameter.
SKCE-ERR-1092
SKCE Domain does not exist {0}
Indicates the domain ID passed by the application does not exist.
SKCE-ERR-1093
SKCE Domain inactive
Indicates that the domain ID passed by the application has been
deactivated and cannot be used anymore.
SKCE-ERR-1112
Could not reload SKCE conﬁguration\: {0}
When the wizards reload conﬁguration properties on the appliance; this
error indicates the conﬁgurations could not be loaded successfully.
SKCE-ERR-5001
Signature not veriﬁed for db record; {0}
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Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message

Explanation

Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message

Indicates the signature for the database records cannot be veriﬁed.
SKCE-ERR-6000
ZMQ Error\: {0}
Generic ZeroMQ error followed by an error message.
SKCE-ERR-6001
ZMQ Publisher received an invalid object for publishing\: {0}
Indicates the ZMQ publisher receives an invalid object for replication.
This can only happen if the database entry for replication has been
modiﬁed manually to include an invalid object.
SKCE-ERR-6008
ZMQ Subscriber received an unknown object\: {0}
The ZMQ subscriber received an invalid object for replication. This can
only happen if the database entry for replication has been modiﬁed
manually to include an invalid object or it is trying to replicate a record
for a schema the server does not understand.
SKCE-ERR-6009
ZMQ Subscriber could not parse replicated proto object\: {0}
The ZMQ subscriber could not parse the Google Proto buffer object
created for the object that is to be replicated.
SKCE-ERR-6010
ZMQ Subscriber received an invalid operation on a nonexistent object\:
{0}
This error occurs if ZMQ receives an operation which is not allowed on
that object. Example: Updating a record that has not been added yet.
SKCE-ERR-6011
ZMQ Subscriber did not add replicated object to database—already
exists locally\: {0}
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Explanation

Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code

This error is generated when the object has already been replicated but
the acknowledgment has not reached the original server, and it keeps
trying to replicate it over and over again. Indicates that either the ZMQ
acknowledger is broken or ﬁrewall rules between servers need to be
ﬁxed.
SKCE-ERR-6012
ZMQ Subscriber received an invalid operation\: {0}
Occurs if ZMQ receives an operation which is not one of ADD | DELETE |
UPDATE.
SKCE-ERR-6014
ZMQ BacklogProcessor cannot replicate object—did not ﬁnd it in local
database\: {0}
This error is printed if the object that is being replicated has already
been deleted and ZMQ backlog processor cannot ﬁnd it.
SKCE-ERR-6015

Message

ZMQ BacklogProcessor found an invalid object in Replication table for
publishing\: {0}

Explanation

Indicates the ZMQ backlog processor found an object in the table that
doesn’t belong.

Code
Message
Explanation
Code

SKCE-ERR-6016
ZMQ BacklogProcessor failed to push object\: {0}
This is printed if ZMQ backlog processor cannot push an object followed
by the error message.
SKCE-ERR-6025

Message

ZMQ Subscriber did not delete object from database—object doesn't
exist\: {0}

Explanation

This error is printed if ZMQ subscriber is trying to delete an object that
has already been deleted. This can happen if replication is broken and
backlog processor has already queued objects multiple times.

Code

SKCE-ERR-6094
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Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message

ZMQ Error\: Server is NOT Active—replication will NOT be started on {0}
This message gets printed if there are server records in the database
that are inactive.
SKCE-ERR-6095
ZMQ Error\: Server is NOT an Active Publisher—replication will NOT be
started on {0}
This message is printed if a speciﬁc server is not conﬁgured as a
publisher.
SKCE-ERR-6096
ZMQ Error\: Server is NOT a Publisher—replication will NOT be started on
{0}
This message is printed if a speciﬁc server is not conﬁgured as a
publisher.
SKCE-ERR-6099
ZMQ Error\: Server is NOT conﬁgured with a SID and/or FQDN—
replication will NOT be started on {0}
This error is printed if a server FQDN does not match the one conﬁgured
in the database.
SKCE-ERR-6090
Object already persisted by another thread\: {0}
This error is printed if two threads try to persist the same data.
SKCEWS-ERR-3014
NULL argument\: {0}
This error indicates a null parameter followed by the name of the
parameter.
SKCEWS-ERR-3053
Invalid argument\: {0}
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Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message

This error indicated invalid argument followed with the name of the
parameter.
SKCEWS-ERR-3055
Invalid user: {0}
This error indicates that the service credential used are invalid.
FIDO-ERR-0001
Caught an exception\: {0}
Generic exception message. Followed by the actual error message.
FIDO-ERR-0002
Null or empty input\: {0}
Message indicating a null or empty parameter.
FIDO-ERR-0003
Error during preregister\: {0}
Indicates a generic error during preregister followed by the actual error
message.
FIDO-ERR-0004
Input registrationresponse cannot be null or empty\: {0}
Occurs when the registration response sent to the server is empty.
FIDO-ERR-0005
Input registration response does not contain needed ﬁelds\: {0}
This message displays when the registration response does not have all
the required ﬁelds, e.g., a missing clientdataJSON or missing ID.
FIDO-ERR-0006
User session in-active\: {0}
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Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message

The user waited too long to click on the security key; the session timed
out on the server side. In this case, session info is removed from the hash
map.
FIDO-ERR-0007
No valid keys registered; please register ﬁrst (could be db signature
veriﬁcation failure): {0}
Authentication was attempted for an account with no registered keys.
FIDO-ERR-0008
Database access error\: {0}
The server cannot access the database.
FIDO-ERR-0009
Error during preauth\: {0}
A generic error during preauthenticate. Followed by the actual error
message.
FIDO-ERR-0010
Input sign response cannot be null or empty\: {0}
Indicates when the authentication response sent to the server is empty.
FIDO-ERR-0011
Input signresponse does not contain needed ﬁelds\: {0}
This is printed when authentication response does not have all the
required ﬁelds, e.g., a missing clientdataJSON or missing ID.
FIDO-ERR-0014
JSON parsing exception\: {0}
Generic exception printed if the input JSON is invalid.
FIDO-ERR-0015
User signature could not be veriﬁed\: {0}
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Explanation
Code
Message

Explanation

Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation

This error outputs if the database records have been manually modiﬁed
and the server cannot verify the integrity of these records.
FIDO-ERR-0016
Registration metadata cannot be null\: {0}
StrongKey FIDO2 Server requires the applications to provide some extra
metadata related to user and location information during the
registration operation. This message is output if reg_metadata is not
included in the input.
FIDO-ERR-0017
Authentication metadata cannot be null\: {0}
StrongKey FIDO2 Server requires the applications to some extra
metadata related to user and location information during registration
operation. This is printed if auth_metadata is not included in the input.
FIDO-ERR-0018
Invalid registration metadata\: {0}
StrongKey FIDO2 Server requires the applications to some extra
metadata related to user and location information during registration
operation. This is printed if reg_metadata is invalid.
FIDO-ERR-0019
Invalid request metadata\: {0}
StrongKey FIDO2 Server requires the applications to some extra
metadata related to user and location information during registration
operation. This is printed if the auth_metadata is invalid
FIDO-ERR-0020
Invalid request parameters\: {0}
This message outputs if the request has invalid parameters.
FIDO-ERR-0021
Request parameters cannot be null\: {0}
Occurs if the request parameter is null.
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Code

FIDO-ERR-0022

Message

User key couldn't be fetched based on random ID; or it has been ﬂushed
away\: {0}

Explanation

This error is printed if the requested FIDO key information does not exist

Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code

FIDO-ERR-0023
Error deleting user key\: {0}
Generic error during key deletion. Followed by an error message.
FIDO-ERR-0024
Error updating user LDAP attribute "FIDOKeysEnabled" to \: {0}
LDAP cannot be updated during an update operation.
FIDO-ERR-0025
Failed to generate registration challenge \: {0}
Generic error creating the preregister response. Followed by an error
message.
FIDO-ERR-0026
Failed to update sign counter value\: {0}
The server cannot update the Authenticator counter information.
FIDO-ERR-0027
Too long argument \: {0}
An input parameter was longer than the allowed value.
FIDO-ERR-0028
Error deactivating user key\: {0}
Generic error during key deactivation. Followed by an error message.
FIDO-ERR-0029
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Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message

Error activating user key\: {0}
Generic error during key activation. Followed by an error message.
FIDO-ERR-0030
Invalid Counter received.
The Authenticator counter received has not incremented since the last
authentication operation.
FIDO-ERR-0031
Invalid User Presence byte received.
The user presence byte in the reg/auth response is invalid.
FIDO-ERR-0032
Appid-Origin mismatch.
U2F protocol error that displays if the FIDO APPID-FACETID veriﬁcation
fails.
FIDO-ERR-0033
Authorization failed: Invalid service credentials
The service credentials provided by the application are invalid.
FIDO-ERR-0034
DB Signature veriﬁcation failed.
The database record fails integrity veriﬁcation.
FIDO-ERR-0035
The user is not authorized to perform this operation.
The service credential is not authorized for FIDO operations.
FIDO-ERR-0037
Invalid username in the FIDO metadata.
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Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message

The username sent in the metadata and the user for which the
response is created do not match.
FIDO-ERR-0038
Failed to parse FIDO policy.
During start up, the server could not parse the policy conﬁgured in the
database.
FIDO-ERR-2001
FIDO 2 Error Message \: {0}
Generic error message. Followed by the actual error message
FIDO-ERR-2002
Unsupported Argument \: {0}
An unsupported argument is passed by the application to the FIDO API.
FIDO-ERR-5001
Null or empty input\: {0}
The input parameter sent is either null or empty.
FIDO-ERR-5002
Unsupported FIDO protocol version \:
The application sent a FIDO protocol which is not U2F or FIDO2_0.
FIDO-ERR-5004
Signature exception occurred \:
Generic exception printed followed by the actual error for anything
related to creating and verifying signatures
FIDO-ERR-5005
Failed to verify attestation signature \:
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Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message

FIDO2 Server failed to verify the attestation signature during FIDO
registration.
FIDO-ERR-5006
Exception \: {0}
Generic exception followed by the actual error message.
FIDO-ERR-5008
Un-supported key type \: {0}
The attestation certiﬁcate used an unsupported key during U2F.
FIDO-ERR-5009
Public key in the attestation certiﬁcate is using an illegal curve \: {0}
The attestation certiﬁcate used an invalid curve during U2F.
FIDO-ERR-5010
Un-supported or in-valid attestation certiﬁcate \: {0}
The attestation certiﬁcate used an invalid curve during U2F.
FIDO-ERR-5011
JSON could not be parsed \: {0}
Generic exception printed if the input JSON is invalid.
FIDO-ERR-5012
Fatal error: Challenge from browser data and authentication response
do not match \: {0}
This is printed if the challenge sent by server during “pre” calls does not
match the ones returned in the response.
FIDO-ERR-5013
Error Base64 decoding Browserdata \: {0}
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Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation

The client data JSON returned during FIDO response is an invalid
base64.
FIDO-ERR-5014
Invalid Request Type \: {0}
The type of request is invalid.
FIDO-ERR-5015
Invalid challenge, Base64 decode failed \: {0}
The challenge inside the clientdataJSON returned during the FIDO
response is an invalid base64.
FIDOJPA-ERR-1001
NULL argument\: {0}
Generic error for a null argument. Followed by the parameter name.
FIDOJPA-ERR-1002
Invalid argument\: {0}
Generic error for an invalid argument. Followed by the parameter name.

Code

FIDOJPA-ERR-1003

Message

Missing argument\:

Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message

Generic error for a missing/empty argument. Followed by the parameter
name.
FIDOJPA-ERR-1004
Not Implemented Yet\:
Generic message to indicate methods that have not yet been
implemented.
FIDOJPA-ERR-2001
Username and Key Handle combination exists.
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Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation

The keyhandle returned in the authentication response does not exist
for the user.
FIDOJPA-ERR-2002
fkid does not exist.
This is printed if the key with primary key (fkid) does not exist.
FIDOJPA-ERR-2004
DID and username combination exists.
The username does not exist for the domain ID speciﬁed by the calling
application.

Code

FIDOJPA-ERR-2005

Message

Policy does not exist.

Explanation
Code
Message
Explanation

This is printed if a FIDO policy does not exist for a domain.
FIDOJPA-ERR-2006
Unable to persist entry to database.
Generic message if the server cannot persist a database entry.
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